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Polished in 1970 -71-72^737^"^^ -.' >

touching us and the world; i'kLrC.illLi'j

thank you for bringing us the lines of

our contemporary scene.

We regret inadvertent omissions and suggest
that these be rectified on the last two
blank sheets.

This listing, based on all information
available, is not copyrighted. We urge
use of it in reprinting and in every way
discernible .

Posthumous excerpts, underscored, were
selected by Pauline Westman.

According to the Department of Libraries
policy, an Oklahoma author is someone
meeting the following criteria:

1. A person who was born in the State.
2. A person who is the product of the

Oklahoma environment, who received
his early education and produced
his early work here; or a person who
has lived in Oklahoma for a minimum
of 10 years and written most of his
books while a resident of the State.

3. A person who writes and publishes a
work while a resident of the State
is considered an Oklahoma author
only during his residency if he
remains in the State less than 10
years.

Single copies may be obtained gratis by
calling at the office of the Oklahoma
Department of Libraries, first floor,
State Capitol, Oklahoma City.

Professional tyjUELg: Shirley Ann Landis
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Abram, Theresa Williams
Abram 1 s treasures,
nA book of prose and poetry designed for pleasurable
reading for persons of all ages. Some of these poems
were written from actual current events, some as a
result of travel, others just for fun. f Choral
Script 1 was written for a city-wide school program,
it is an hours entertainment. There are within
these pages poems for all occasions. 11

Rhythm and animals,
"A book of poetry geared to the needs of primary
children and readers of low levels. Back poem is
illustrated by Rodney Owen and his son, age 19. A
poetry work book.
Both books are listed on Oklahoma City School
Systems Buying Guide .

"

Adams, Clifton
The badge and Harry Cole,
Doubleday, 1971

Biscuit-shooter,
Doubleday, 1971

Concannon,
Doubleday, 1972

Hard times and Arnie Smith,
Doubleday, 1972

Hassle and the medicine man,
Doubleday, 1973

The last days of Wolf Garnet t,

Doubleday, 1970

Tragg's choice,
Ace Books, 1971

Aldrich, Gene,
BXack heritage in Oklahoma,
Thompson Book and Supply, 1973

True tales in OlcLahoBta,
Edited by Gene Aldrich and Royce H. Peterson,
l&ompson Book and Supply, c!971

Alexander, J. T.
A dictionary of t&$ Cherokee Indian language,

isadf of 1^is ( J.an^page and research
indicated tt||,i9feigd''ao* g&8&rs, dictionaries, etc.
available, fl^^ptco^iledl foa? the benefit of ^those
interested in ffeti'^Qam^t JJQ&&J to -jceep at least
Ifeis Much from toira. Ita&fc,'*? jbfta too 'anch of
heritage already**



Allen, Elizabeth, 1911;-

Younger's pace,
Grosset & Dunlap, 1972

Anderson, LaVere
Abe Lincoln and the river robbers,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1972

Allan Pinkerton; first private eye,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1972

Black Hawk: Indian patriot,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1973

Frederic Remington, artist on horseback,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1971

Quanah Parker, Indian warrior for peace,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1970

Sitting Bull,
Dell Pub. Co., 1972

Sitting Bull, great Sioux chief,
Garrard Pub. Co,, 1970

Tad Lincoln, Abe's son,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1971

Aurandt, Paul Harvey, 1918-
You said it, Paul Harvey,
Compiled by Lynne Harvey,
Paulynne, Inc., 1970

Austin, Marine S.
The spring of the spirit; poems,
1972

Baird, William David, 1939-
The Choc taw people,
Phoenix, Ariz., Indian Tribal Series, 1973
"This study reflects my continuing interest in this
proud tribe that still resides in southwestern Okla.
Also designed for the general reader, it follows the
history of the Choc taws from pre-history to the
present."

The Os age people,
Phoenix, Ariz., Indian Tribal Series, 1972
"This brief study grew out of an increasing admira
tion on my part for the heritage of the Osages.
Designed for the general reader, it traces the
'Little Ones 1 from their pre-history to moderp.
times."

Peter Pitchlynn: Chief of the Choetaws,
University of Oklahoma Press, -1972
"This book'vas the culmination of ;a^ study I began
in graduate school. B^se4 upon the Fitfulynn Papers
in the Gilcrease Institu^e^ Tuls^i $kM*<imay -it
seeks to chronicle the ! A$ponse of Fitefhi^rm to
acculturativr

'

*?~*~** e>p@tsatly&
{
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Baker, Donna, ed.
A pioneer history of Shattuck,
Co-editors: Joanne Keith, and Noma Sprague,
Shattuck, Qkla., c!970

Barry, Bob
Touchdown Oklahoma,
by Bob Barry and Jack Ogle,
Hooper Printing Co., 1972

Bartel, Irene Brown
Ho drums or thunder,
Kaylor, 1970
"It is a fulfillment of a life-long ambition to
write a book. It is a memorial to my parents and
the thousands of other parents who homes teaded
land, rearing their families in the Southwest.
Many of their children are alive today. They will
re-live their childhood by reading this book."

Beaver County Historical Society, Inc., Beaver, Okla.
History of Beaver County,
Berenice Jackson, ed., 1971
"The History of Beaver County compiled by the
Beaver County Historical Society, is a complete and
accurate history of the first county in the
Panhandle. The pictures are outstanding and the
narration is written in a manner which hold^ the
interest of the reader. Local teachers have
recommended this book be used in the schools."

Becht, J. Edwin, 1918-
A geography of transportation and business logistics,

. C. Brown, 1970

Beebe, B. P. SEE Johnson, Burdetta Paye (Beebe) 1920-

Beesman, William Oren, 1892-
Okla&oaja Christian College: dream to reality,
Gospel Light Publishing Co., 1970
"It is history of Oklahoma Christian College. I
wrote it because the college is the product of work
and sacrifices of thousands of Oklahomans. The
struggle for survival in the early years was an
epic one and deserved to be told."

Bell, George Morrison, 1901-
Genealogy of "Old & new Cherokee Indian families,"
Bartlesville, Okla., 1972
"Hy sons wanted me to trace our family history
it was so interesting that I decided to broaden my
research to include other Cherokee Indian families.
It gave me great pleasure tbafc I was able to compile
a^d preserve this genealogy information on 700
fam&lj groups for the present aad future generations.
-I w&s a litlle over six years doing my research and

my book."



Bell, Robert Eugene, 191L-
The Harlan site, Ck-6...
Cherokee County, Eastern Oklahoma,
Oklahoma Anthropoligical Society, 1972

Bench, Johnny
From behind the plate,
Prentice-Hall, 1972

Bennett, Charles L.
The new China,
Oklahoma Publishing Co., 1972

Bennett, Marjorie D.
Patchwork poetry,
Petite Press, 1973
"Poetry represents universal thought uniquely
expressed. Readers experience pleasure on
encountering ideas they would wish to express
themselves, writing thoughts clarify them. Well
written lines clarify readers 1 thought. It was
a pleasure to piece together Patchwork Poetry.
My hope and expectation is the reader will enjoy
it and receive new insight."

Berryman, John, 1911j.-1972
Delusions, etc., of John Berryman,
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972

Dream songs,
Farrar, Straus and G-iroux, 1971

Love & fame,
Farrar, Straus and G-iroux, 1970

Recovery,
Farrar, Straus and G-iroux, 1973

Selected poems, 1938-1968,
Faber and Faber Ltd., 1972

Seventy-seven dream songs,
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970
In 1961i, John Berryman was awarded the Pulitzer
Prize in Poetry, for his book, 77 D3?eara Songs.
This book is a continuation and completion of the
poems, having 308 songs, or poems. Many of the
songs are centered on death and suicide, and an
eTernal hunger for the WHY of things --which is
unsatisfiedT

Berthrong, Donald J., ed.
A Confederate in the Colorado gold
by Daniel Ellis Conner. Edited

'

bjr T>ona^_d J,

Berthrong and Odessa Da.vfJ|j>ort,
*

University of Oklahoma -'Pfes^.
'



Bibens, Robert P.

Guiding learning in the secondary schools,
by John W. Renner, Robert P. Bibens, and Gene D.

Shepherd,
Harper & Row, 1972

Teachers should care: social perspectives of

teaching,
by George Henderson and Robert P. Bibens,
Harper & Row, 1970

Bickham, Jack M.
The apple dumpling gang,
Doubleday, 1971

Bounty on wildcat, by Jeff Clinton, pseud.,
Berkley Pub., 1971

Decker T s campaign,
Doubleday, 1970

Dopey Dan,
Doubleday, 1972

Fletcher,
Berkley Pub. Corp., 1971

Goin'
Paperback Library, 1971

Hang high, O'Shea, by Jeff Clinton, pseud.
Berkley Pub., 1972

Jilly ! s canal,
Doubleday, 1971

Katie, Kelly and Heck,
Doubleday, 1973

Killer's choice, by Jeff Clinton, pseud.
Berkley Pub., 1972

Wanted: Wildcat ! Shea, by Jeff Clinton, pseud.
Berkley Pub., 1973

Watch out for Wildcat, by Jeff Clinton, pseud,
Berkley Pub., 1973

Wildcat on the loose, by Jeff Clinton, pseud.
Berkley Pub., 1972

Wildcat takes his medicine, by Jeff Clinton, pseud,
Berkley Pub., 1972

"I write each book with the anticipation of planning
another when the current plotting has reached its
culmination. I hope my imagination affords relaxa
tion, amusement, anticipation toward a climax and
some acquaintance with locale and characterization.
Por my readership, that seems to be the brand that
satisfies. "



Mary Maude Olive, 1880-
Memoirs of Mary, by Maude Bixler,
Pageant Press International Corp., cl9?0
(This book) "begins with a wonderful picture of life

on the frontierits hardships and its small return
for great labors. It is a world of primitive con

ditions - sod houses, scarce water, and intractable
soil. The growth and flowering of the countryside,
and of her own life, reflects an entire era in our

American heritage."

Blackstone, Tsianina, 1892-
Where trails have led me, by Tsianina,
Vergara Printing Co., c!970

Blaine, Thomas R. , 1895-
Prevent that heart attack!
Citadel Press, 1972

Bleeck, Oliver, pseud. SEE Thomas, Ross, 1926-

Blue Eagle, Acee, 1907-1959
Echogee: the little blue deer,
Palmco Investment Corp., c!971
Echogee, the Little Blue Deer, written by Acee Blue

Eagle and illustrated by his famous drawings, was

his only book for children. He is probably the best

known Indian artist in the world. He was named the
lfQut standing Indian of 1958"* He died in 1959, at

the age of 52. The manuscript lay in a drawer,
neglected until recently. It was written in 1932.

Boggs, Prank K.

Myriad of sports.. .a profile of Oklahoma City,

by Pen Woods and Prank K. Boggs,
All Sports Association of Okla. City, Okla., c!971

The pretty good of Prank Boggs,
Oklahoma Publishing Co., c!972
"When guys in the big town put together collections

of their work, they normally call it 'The Best of

Jon Blow', if Joe Blow happens to be his name. I'm

not sure these are my best, but I really do believe

they're Pretty Good. They contain a mixture of

nostalgia, fun, sadness, patriotism."

Boren, James Harlan, 1925-
When in doubt, mumble; a bureaucrat's handbook,
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1972



Brandenburg, John Harkey
Caryatids, 1972

Dear John notes; on sex and the nature of things,
Dorranee, 1972

Gemini crickets, 1973

Keepers, 1973

Bristow, Robert O'Neil, 1926-
Night season,
Morrow, 1970

Brown, Harley P.

Aquatic dryopoid beetles (coleoptera) of the
United States,
Norman, Okla., 1973

Brown, Homer Obed, 1933-
Jaraes Joyce's early fiction: the biography of a form,
Case Western Reserve University, 1972

Brown, Maibelle
Pioneer of faith,
"Pioneer of faith was written for his grandchildren
at the request of Birdie, the widow of Reverend
Edwin Samuel Higgins. Readers will profit by learn
ing the historical facts about early day settlers
in the Cherokee Strip in the l890's."

Brown, Opal Hartsell, 1907-
The cross, the cow, or the prayer rug,
Dorrance, 1970
"During a trip around the world, which involved
much research for total understanding, I was
awakened - sometimes startled - by the similarities
in the mores and philosophies of 'strange 1 people
and those of 'familiar 1 Americans, I wanted to
share those awakenings, with others, hoping they,
too, would be enriched, entertained, rewarded,"

Brown, William Richard, 1929-
Imageiiiaker: Will Rogers and the American dream,
University of Missouri Press, 1970

Bryant, Anita
Amazing grace,
Revell, 1971

Bless this house,
Revell, 1972

Fishers of men,
Revell, 1972



Bryant, Anita (Cont.)
Mine eyes have seen the glory,
Bantam, 1972

Mine eyes have seen the glory,
Revell, 1970

Bryant, Scarlett Kidd, 191+2-
Under the Parker tree,
Oklahoma City, c!970

Buhite, Russell D.
Patrick J. Hurley and American foreign policy,
Cornell University Press, 1973

Campbell, Harry Modean
John Dewey,
Twayne, c!971

William Faulkner: a critical appraisal,
by Harry Modean Campbell and Ruel E. Foster,
Cooper Square Publishers, 1970, c!95l

Campbell, John Morgan, 1922-
Effective communications for the technical man,

by John M. Campbell and G. L. Farrar,
Petroleum Publishing Co., 1972
"The technically trained man seldom fails ^because
of technical incompetence. Rather, he fails
because of his inability to communicate his ideas

to others. Written by two practicing engineers,
this book gives practical ideas by means of which
the technical man can communicate orally and in

writing with peers and supervisors."

The professional: from puberty to senility,
Norman, Okla., 1970

Campbell, Walter Stanley, 1887-1957 SEE Vestal,

Stanley, pseucL

Capps , Benjamin, 1922-
Trail to Ogallala,
New American Library, 1972

The true memoirs of Charley Blankenship; a novel,

Lippincott, 1972

The white man's road,
Ace Books, 1972

Woman of the people,
Fuwcett World Library, 1971



Carleton, William Augustus, 1905-
The growth of the early church,
Convention Press, 1970

Carr, Donald Eaton, 1903-
The breath of life,
Berkley Pub. Corp., 1970
"With my background in research chemistry and
living in Los Angeles both before and after smog,
I was able to present the first popular scientific
book on air pollution, which described several
things not before realized, such as the relation
between ozone and nitric oxide and the chronic
effects of carbon monoxide poisoning. It is still
useful."

The deadly feast of life,
Doubleday, 1971
"Covers the history of eating and food pollutants,
as well as the history of poisons and has also been
widely translated."

Death of the sweet waters,
Berkley Pub. Corp., 1971
"This book on water pollution is unusual in that it
presents the subject in historical context, going
back to Mesopotamia and Egypt, etc. It was voted
one of the most important 20 books of the year by
the American Library Association and was an
alternate on the Book of the Month Club. Parts
ran In the Atlantic Monthly and parts have been
reprinted in various anthologies and textbooks."

The forgotten senses,
Doubleday, 1972
"Deals not only with unusual animal sensory
capabilities but with the possibilities of ESP."

The sexes,
Doubleday, 1970
"Describes not only human and animal sex but the
problem of population explosion. It was translated
into various foreign languages, including Japanese."

Carson, Robert
Crossing the field, 1972
"I think that no two poems in my book were prompted
by the same force. In compiling them into one
volume I hoped that someone might find them inter
esting and perhaps inspirational, that they would
communicate something to all who read them."

Casady, KLina E.
A romance of the soil: a tale of how love for the
land brought about the re-development of Roger Mill-
County, Oklahoma,
Cheyenne, Okla., 1971
"I wrote this book so that oncoming generations
might know the effort made by people to reclaim
the soil of Roger Mills County, Okla., after the
ravages of the Dust Bowl days of the 1930':;."
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Caudle, Wilma
Words on the wind; poems
South and West, 1970

Chesser, Cecil R. , 1926-
Across the lonely years; the story of Jackson
County,
Altus Printing Co., c!971

Christy, Joseph Myron
The Hawks,
Wolverine Press, 1972

Single-engine beechcrafts,
Sports Car Press, 1970

Summon the stars,
A. S. Barnes & Co., 1970

"In my case, I write books and magazine stories to
satisfy a market. I'm a full-time professions!.
I have no other source of income. Therefore, I

write on contract or assignment only, and this
means that what I write is largely dictated by
what my editors and publishers want. In short, I

write for money."

Cimarron Valley Historical Society,
1973 Journal,
Gushing, Okla. , c!973

Clark, Catherine
God's wonderful gifts from "A" to f!

Z"; a storybook
to color,
C. R. Gibson Co., cl970

The lamb and the calf; a storybook to color,
C. R. Gibson Co., c!970

Clark, Larry, 19i|3-
Tulsa,
cl971

Clement, Evelyn (Geer), 1926-
Bibliographic control of nonprint media,
Edited by Pearce S. Grove and Evelyn G. Clement,
American Library Association, 1972

Clinton, Jeff, pseud. SEE Bickham, Jack M*

Clytuo, John, 1929-
Black man in red Cuba,
with Jane Rieker,
University of Miami Press, 1970



Colcord, Charles Franc is , 1859-193^-
The autobiography of Charles Francis Col cord, 1859-

C. C. Helmerich, 1970

Col lings, Ellsworth,
The 101 Ranch,
In collaboration with Alma Miller England,
Foreword by Glenn Shirley,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971
Oklahoma history enticingly presented as a side dish
to the amazing pot-pourri of the fabulous 101 Ranch,
largest ranch of its kind in the world. At its

height, the 101 Ranch was one of the greatest show
places in America. And the relationship between the
owners and the Ponca Indian tribe , whose land they
leased, is unique in the history of Indian affairs.

Condry, Dorothea Douglass
Impressions, 1973
"This small volume is presented as a book of verse.
It is presented, also, for the purpose of transmit
ting a bit of joy, a fresh insight, or a resolve to
act. If it should bring just a smile to your lips
or a few settled moments of personalized reflection,
it will have had purpose."

Cones, Neal Layton
For the pleasures of the crucified Lord
{thoughts on my way to open a window), by Neal Layton,
Dorrance, 1972
"Most of the poems in the book were written when I
was eighteen, they deal with growing in a world
full of hang-ups, over active emotions, neurotic
behavior. Its very hard to grow up today, even
harder to stay right. An it T s really up to the
individual to find what he or she needs to survive
to live."

Cooper, Kenneth H.

Aerobics,
Bantam, 1972

Aerobics for women,
by Mildred Cooper and Kenneth H. Cooper,
Bantam, 1972

Aerobics for women,
by Mildred Cooper and Kenneth H. Cooper,
M. Evans, 1972

The new aerobics,
M. Evans Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1970
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Cooper, Mildred
Aerobics for women,
by Mildred Cooper and Kenneth H. Cooper,
Bantam, 1972

Aerobics for women,
by Mildred Cooper and Kenneth H. Cooper
M. Evans, 1972

Cox, Robert Sidney, 1918-
The private practitioner in agriculture,
Lake Worth, Pla., 1971

Crawford, Mike, 1952-1971
Poems,
Oklahoma City, Mrs. Charles Schulte, 1973
Mike was the only young man from Dewar, Okla. 3 lost
in the war in Vietnam. These 18 poems were printed
for his friends, by his mother.

poetry causes one to realize that this young
man had a sense of destiny and an insight into
human feelings far beyond most of us."

Criswell, Wai lie A.

Expository notes on the Gospel of Matthew,
Zondervan, 1970

Expository sermons on the book of Daniel,
Zondervan, 1970-71

Look up, brother! The buoyant assertion of what's

right with us,
Broadman Press, 1970

The scarlet thread through the Bible,
Broadman Press, 1971, c!970

Crockett, Norman L.
A new order in the world,
by Norman L. Crockett and Ronald K. Snell,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1973
"The central theme of this collection of articles
on selected topics of American history from early
colonial times to the Civil War illustrates the

irony of America's history: the struggle to create
a novel and stable social order has been accompanied
by challenges to authority, order, privilege, and

tradition, that made the achievement of the goal
difficult, if not impossible."

Croft, Carolyn June (Bauer)
Selected public elementary school resources centers
in Oklahoma ar, compared to Standards for school
media proflramn ,

i'tillwtiter, Okla., 1972
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Gulp, John H.

Born of the sun,
Popular Library, 1972

Bright feathers,
Ballantine Books, 1970

Oh, valley green!
Holt, Rlnehart and Winston, 1972

The restless land,
Popular Library, 1972

The treasure of the Chisos,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971

Treasure of the Chisos,
Popular Library, 1972

"Having on hand much oral and written tradition of

my ancestors from the period of the Old West, I

have used some of this in Oh, Vail ey Green! , as well
as in my earlier novels. Those of us who are
relatively near this period should preserve its
anecdotes, manners, and customs as a source for
future writers. Although present writers are a
hundred years from that period, think of the
difficulty of the honest writer another hundred
years from now! "

Davis, Robert Murray
Evelyn Waugh: a checklist of primary and secondary
material, by Robert Murray Davis, et. al.
Whitston Pub. Co., 1972

Modern British short novels,
Scott, Poresman, 1972

Steinbeck; a collection of critical essays,
Prentice-Hall, 1972

Davison, Meredith, ed.
The behavioral effects of drugs,
Edited by Meredith Davison and Douglas Matheson,
Holt, 1972

Day, Beth (Peagles) 192i|.-
All my children, by Jacqui L. Schiff and Beth Day,
M. Evans, 1970
"This subject a revolutionary treatment for young
schizophrenics was assigned me by the publisher,
who felt it would make a valuable addition to
information about an illness which strikes one in
ten American families."

I'm done crying, by Louanne Ferris,
Edited by Beth Day,
New American Library, 1970



Day, Beth (Feagles), 192V (Cent.)
Life on a lost continent; & natural history or New
Zealand, Doubleday, 1971
"This little book was my personal valentine to an

enchanting country in the hopes that those who will
never see its beauty can enjoy it with me. n

Sexual liTe between blacks and whites,
World, 1972
"This three-year project was my own exploration and
evaluation of the racial history of America, how we

got that way, and where we are today."

Debo, Angie, 1890-
And still the waters run: the betrayal of the Five
Civilized Tribes,
Princeton University Press, 1972

A history of the Indians of the United States,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1970
"When I gave a course on Indian history at a summer
institute at the University of Oklahoma, my students

said, ? Can't we have copies of your lectures? 1 And
so I wrote the book. There are many fine studies
in special fields, but I hope this overall survey
is proving useful."

De Noya, Mary Musselwhite
Avalanche of time,
Dorrance, 1971
"Having always had an intense love and loyalty for
the South, I began to consider how it might have
been had the Confederacy emerged as victor in the
War between the States. Hence my book, Avalanche
of time. It presents that great conflict from a

new, and very different viewpoint.
11

Dent, Lester SEE page 65

Dorris, Troy Clyde, 19l8~
Chemical and thermal characteristics of Keystone
Reservoir,
Management Information Services, 1969 or 70

Drake, Laurie Nan
The long road,
Dorrance, 1970, c!9&9

Duncan, Robert Lipscanalb, 1927-
The day the sun fell,
Morrow, 1970

Dunham, Lowell, 1910- ed.
The cardinal points of Borges,
Edited by Lowell Dunham and Ivar Ivask,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971



Edwards, Gerald Patrick,, 1939-
The G-ilcrease-Hargrett catalogue of Imprints,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972

Edwards, H. Wayne
Kalender kreatures,
"Kalender kreatures was written to show how egg
shells could be used through the year not only at

Easter time."

Karton kuties,
Baylor Co., 1971
"Karton kuties was written in hopes that it would
help boys and girls in their creativness, using
materials that most people have around the house."

Edwards, Marvin Henry
Hazardous to your health; a new look at the "health
care crisis" in America,
Arlington House, 1972

Elliott, David M. , 1936- ed.
Education and research in the nuclear fuel cycle,
Edited by David M. Elliott and Lynn E. Weaver,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972

Ellison, Ralph, 1911|-
From invisible man. In Blackamerican literature,
1760-present, comp, by Ruth Miller,
Glencoe Press, 1971

Hidden name and complex fate. In backgrounds to
Blackamerican literature, comp. by Ruth Miller,
Chandler Pub. Co., 1971

Shadow and act,
Random House, 1972

The world and the jug. In five black writers,
Edited by Donald B. Gibson,
New York University Press, 1970

Ellison, Rosemary Love, 1938-
Contemporary southern Plains Indian painting,
With an essay by Rosemary Ellison. Edited by
Myles Libhart,
Oklahoma Indian Arts and Craft Cooperative, 1972

England, Alma (Miller) 18?5-
The 101 Ranch,
by Ellsworth Collings, in collaboration with Alma
Miller England. Foreword by Glenn Shirley,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971
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Epple, Jess C., 1908-
Custer's Battle of the Washita and a history of the
Plains Indian tribes,
Exposition Press, 1970

Everett, Mark Reuben, 1899-
Medioal education in Oklahoma; the University of
Oklahoma School of Medicine and Medical Center,
1900-1931,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972
"To fill the need for a comprehensive history of the

University Medical Center, to preserve early accom
plishments and dispel erroneous traditions. Here
the reader can follow the development of medical
education and of the earlier components of a great
Medical Center, despite political discouragements and
restrictions of funds."

Pall, Thomas, pseud. SEE Snow, Donald Clifford, 1917-

Parrar, Gerald Leland, 1921-
Effective communications for the technical man,
by John M. Campbell and G. L. Parrar,
Petroleum Pub. Co., 1972

Paulconer, Estelle
Oklahoma; the story of its past and present,
by Edwin C. McReynolds, Alice Marriott, and Estelle
Paulconer. Rev. ed.

University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

Paulk, Odie B.
Arizona: a short history,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1970

The leather jacket soldier: Spanish military
equipment and institutions of the late l8th century,
Socio-Technical Publications, 1971

The Mexican War: changing interpretations,
Edited with Joe Stout,
Swallow Press, 1973

North America divided: the Mexican War, 1 81+6-1 81+8,

by Seymour V. Connor and Odie B. Paulk,
Oxford University Press, 1971
"Nominated for Pulitzer Prize; Western Heritage
Award, best non-fiction Western book of the Year,
Cowboy Hall of Fame."

Tombstone: myth and reality,
Oxford University Press, 1972

"I wrote these books as part of my continuing love
affair with the history of the American Southwest,
and to improve my competence as a professor teach
ing the history of the American West at Oklahoma
State University. I hope the reader has as much
fun reading them a a I did writing them."
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Feiler, Seymour, tr.

Baghdad; metropolis of the Abbasid caliphate,
by Gas ton Wiet,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

Finney, . M.
Pioneer days with the Osage Indians west of T 96,
by Wahshowahgaley,
Osage County Historical Society, 1972

Fite, Gilbert Courtland, 1918-
Economic history of the United States,
by G. C. Fite and J. E. Reese, 3rd ed.,
Houghton-Mifflin, 1973

Recent United States history,
by Gilbert C. Fite and Norman A. Graebner,
Ronald Press Co., 1972

Flasch, Joy
Melvin B. Tolson,
Twayne Publishers, 1972

Franklin, John Hope, 1915-
Crusade for justice: the autobiography of Ida B.
Wells, ed. by Alfreda M. Duster and John H. Franklin,
Chicago Univ. Press, 1972

Defending the cornerstone* In backgrounds to
Blackamerican literature, corap. by Ruth Miller,
Chandler Pub. Co., 1971

Free Negro in North Carolina, 1790-1860,
Norton, 1971

An illustrated history of Black Americans,
Time-Life Books, 1970

Militant South, 1800-1861, Rev. ed.,
Harvard Univ. Press, 1970

Reminiscences of an active life; the autobiography
of John Roy Lynch, ed. by John Hope Franklin,
University of Chicago Press, 1970

French, Dorothy Kayser
A try at tumbling,
Lippincott, 1970
"Increasingly, and in tremendous numbers, girls are
participating in competitive sports, yet sports books
have been written almost exclusively about boys.
Both Swim to victory and A try at tumbling (about
gymnasticsjlnave a girl as chief character. Mystery
of the Old oil well was a newcomer's tribute to
Okla."
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Frings, Hubert, 191i|-
Concepts of zoology, by Hubert Prings and Mable

Frings ,

Macmillan, 1970
"This is a textbook for courses in introductory
zoology. We have tried to keep it relatively free
from specialized terminology and definitions,
suitable for non-biology majors. A general reader
might, therefore, find it useful for information
about how biologists regard man in the world of
life."

Frings, Mable
Concepts of zoology,
by Hubert Frings and Mable Frings,
Macmillan, 1970

Fry, Maggie Culver, 1900-
The umbilical cord,
Windfall Press, 1971
"These poems came to me, a mere recorder, like songs
given by an impelling spirit. Later, I polished and

compiled them. Fragments from my moments of truth,
they express the voice of honesty as I know it, and
should therefore help others. I had to write this
book."

Fulton, William Ray, 1905-
Evaluative checklist: an instrument for self-

evaluating an educational media program in school

systems and colleges,
University of Oklahoma, 1970

Gardner, Martin, 1911+-
Codes, ciphers and secret writing,
Simon & Schuster, 1973

Sixth book of mathematical games from Scientific
American,
W. H. Freeman, 1971

Space puzzles,
Simon and Schuster, 1971

Garland, Marie, 1898-
The Chickasaw loves and allied families,
Ardmore Photocopy Co., 1970
TT I wrote this book in response to requests from
many descendants who learned of my interviews and
research in the 1930's. It is a genealogy and

gives some history of citizens who were influential
in Chickasaw tribal affairs from Revolutionary days
until Oklahoma statehood."

Geiogamah, Han fty
Body Indian; a play,
1972



y, Jean Paul, 1892-
How to be a successful executive,

Playboy Pr., 1971

Gibbons, Lulu, comp.
Indian recipes from Cherokee Indians of eastern

Oklahoma,
Hoffman Printing Co., 1970

Gibson, Arrell Morgan
The Canadian River Valley,
Teachers College Press, 1971

The Chickasaws,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

"Writing The Chickasaws provided a window of under
standing on several crucial and timely themes,
particularly man and nature. I treasure the opportu
nity to present to the reading public the life story
of one of America ! s most colorful Indian communities,
the Chickasaw Nation. The tragedy of the Chickasaw
chronicle must tug at the American conscience."

Harlow's Oklahoma history, 6th ed.,
Harlow Pub. Corp., c!972

Wilderness bonanza: the Tri-State District of

Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972
"One of America's richest mining frontiers evolved
in northeast Oklahoma as a segment of, the fabulous
Tri-State District. Readers will find in Wilderness
Bonanza that mining camp drama, action and fortune -

making opportunities characteristic, of the mining
frontier throughout the American West, flourished
in the mother lode region of the Sooner state."

Gilbreath, Alice
Beginning crafts for beginning readers,
Pollett Publishing Co., 1972

Spouts, lids, and cans fun with familiar metal

objects,
Wm. Morrow & Co., Inc., 1973

"These books were written to develop creative

ability in young minds and coordination in young
fingers. They should be very useful for scouts,
day camps, school and home. Each craft is designed
to be made by a reader of the specific age group
with no adult help."

Gould, Chester
The celebrated cases of Dick Tracy,
Chelsea House, 1970

Collected works of Dick Tracy,
Random, 1970
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Green, Charles Price
Lariat laughter, and other poems,
Mitre P., 1970

Grove, Fred
The child stealers,
Doubleday, 1973
"This novel was written to throw light on the
little-known traffic in white captives, mostly
Texas women and children, that occurred on the
Southwestern frontier. The cruel bartering for
human lives in which white men figured as well as
some Indians. The setting is Port Washita and
the Red River country on the eve of the Civil
War .

"

Land seekers,
Ballantine Books, 1970

War journey,
Doubleday, 1971
"An American artist whose purpose is to paint
Southwestern Indians in their primitive state is

captured by Kiowas and made a slave. In learning
to know these wild ones he also discovers himself.
Included is a ride down the Comanche War Trail.
The novel was written primarily to provide an

understanding of Plains Indian life during the
difficult transitional period after the Civil War."

War path, In With guidons flying,
comp. by Charles N. Heckelman,
Doubleday, 1970

Gulick, Bill SEE Gulick, Grover C.

Gulick, Grover C.

The country club caper, by Bill Culick,
Doubleday, 1971

Hungry land, by Bill Gulick,
Paperback Library, 1970

Liveliest town in the West, by Bill Gulick,
Popular Library, 1970

Snake River country, by Bill Gulick,
Caxton Printers, 1971
"Snake River country is a large, profusely illus
trated book, dealing with the Northwestern part of
the United States, in the early l800s, and the
Pur Companies 1 struggle to control certain rich
areas for trading with the Indians and to establish
trading posts. It was a dog-eat-dog struggle
between the American, the British and the French,
entertainingly told."

Tear up the orders, by Bill Gulick,
In With guidons flying, comp. by Charles N.

Heckelmann,
Doubleday, 1971
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Gunning, I. C., 1897-
The Butterfield Overland Mail through eastern

Oklahoma,
Eastern Oklahoma Historical Society Pub. no. 1,
Latimer County News Tribune, 1971

The Edwards store,
Eastern Oklahoma Historical Society Pub. no. 2,
Latimer County News Tribune, 1972

Prehistoric people of eastern Oklahoma and their
cul ture ,

Eastern Oklahoma Historical Society Pub. no. 3,
Latimer County News Tribune, 1972

G-uthrie, Woody, 1912-1967
This land is your land. In This land was made for
you and me, ed. by Maureen P. Collins,
Hawthorn Books, 1972

Eager, Jean
The secret of Riverside Farm,
Steck-Vaughn Co., 1970
"This juvenile novel bespeaks my love for the
Oklahoma farm where I live. It also revolves
around one of the most fascinating periods of
Southwest history, the period of the mound building
Indians. The mound builders remain in large part
a mystery, even to the archeologists and historians.
No one knows for certain where they came from or
where they went .

"

The whispering house,
Steck-Vaughn Co., 1970
"This juvenile novel resulted from two things --a
fascinating old house and an interest in Kansas
history. The real house near Norwich, Kansas,
became the Whispering House in the book, and it
becaine home to a retired Shakespearean actor and
three orphaned children, all four of who were
lonely and needed each other. The period of
Kansas history involved is the time called 'Bloody
Kansas' just prior to the Civil War."

Haldeman, Joe W,
War year,
Holt,. Rinehart and Winston, 1972
"Without grinding any philosophical axes, here is
the story of John's war year. He tells of his
trainingthe processes by which a normal person in
pushed into the mold of a combat soldier; of hie
comrades --from every part of America; of his dutie^j-
often arbitrary, sometimes gruesome; and of his
reactions under fire. Realistic in language and
outlook, this is essential reading for anyone who
has ever wondered what it is like for thone who
serve. "
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Hall, Ennen Reaves
Break the glass wall,
Word Books, 1971
"Break the glass wall was loved before it was
written. My sole purpose in writing it was to
share the aid and comfort my faith has given me
with others following the same paths. To give
life to the words of St. John, aod is Love. 1 "

Reluctant angel,
Word Books, reprint, 1973
"Reluctant Angel was meant to be a memorial to my
deceased mother, even though only a small portion
is based on fact. It is, I like to think a tribute
to all the pioneer women who helped build the great
state of Oklahoma by keeping alive the faith on
which it was founded."

Hall, Theodore Byron, 1902-
Oklahoma Indian Territory, by Ted Byron Hall,
American Reference Publishers, c!971

Hamburger, Roberta
An index of festschriften in religion,
Compiled by John L. Sayre and Roberta Hamburger,
Phillips University Seminary Press, 1970

Hammonds, Michael
Concerning the death of Charlie Bowman,
Doubleday, 1971

Hanes, Bailey C.
The new complete bulldog,
Howell Book House, 1973
"My latest book, The new complete bulldog, to be
released soon. It is recommended for dog lovers
and potential dog lovers."

Hargrett, Lester, 1902-1962
The Gilcrease-Hargrett catalogue of imprints,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972

Harris, Fred Roy, 1930-
Man must laugh. In Recreation and leisure service
for the disadvantaged, ed. by John Arthur Nesbitt,
et. al,,
Lea & Febiger, 1970

Now ID the time; ;i new Populist call to action,
McGraw-Hill, 1971

Social ucience and national policy,
Edited by Fred R. Harris,
Aldine Pub. Co., 1970
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Harris, Fred Roy, 1930- (Cont.)
Social science and national policy,
Edited by Fred R. Harris,
Transaction Books, 1970?

The state of the cities; report, by Commission on

the Cities in the '70 'a. Senator Fred R. Harris

and Mayor John V. Lindsay, cochairmen, with staff

papers,
Praeger Publishers, 1972

Harris, Marilyn
Hatter Fox,
Random House, 1973
"Hatter Fox was the result of wondering why so many
contemporary authors refuse to look at the American

Indian beyond the Nineteenth century. Unfortunately,
in the course of research, I found the answer to my
question, and Hatter Fox, Navajo, circa 1973, was

born .
"

The peppersalt land,
Four Winds Press, 1970
"The peppersalt land concerns the deep relationship
between a black "girl and a white girl, and what

happens to that relationship when it is struck by
the tumult of present racial strife."

The runaway's diary,
Four Winds Press, c!971
"The runaway T s diary emerged out of the concern
for the increasing numbers of runaways in this

country, dwelling primarily on the questions,
why are they running away, and what are they
searching for?"

Harrod, Howard L., 1932-
Mission among the Blackfeet,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971
"I suppose that the major reasons why I wrote
Mission among the Blackfeet, relate to my childhood
and youth in Oklahoma. I was born in Holdenville,
and during my years in that community I became

quite interested in the local history and lore of
the tribes in the vicinity. Then, as an adult, I

became interested in the general history of the
American Indian, his place and fate in our society.
I focused this interest in the question of the
extent to which Christian missions had been both a

positive and negative influence upon the Indian."

Hart, Carolyn G-.

Danger: high explosives!
M. Evans, 1972

Dangerous summer,
Scholastic Book Services, 1972



Hart, Carolyn G. (Cont.)
No easy answers,
M. Evans, 1970

Rendezvous in Veracruz,
M. Evans, 1970

"To date all my books are juvenile mysteries. I

write to entertain and feel I have succeeded if any
readers enjoy them for an hour or two. I write
books because it is fun and tough to do."

Harvey, Paul SEE Aurandt, Paul Harvey, 1918-

Hawks, Josephine Stackhouse
Out of the infinite,
Dorrance, 1973

Hayden, Donald E., ed.
Classics in semantics, ed. by Donald E. Hayden and
E. Paul Alworth,
Books for Libraries Press, 1970, c!965

Henderson, George, 1932-
America's other children; public schools outside

suburbia,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

Foundations of American education,
by William B. Ragan and George Henderson,
Harper & Row, 1970

Teachers should care: social perspectives of

teaching, by George Henderson and Robert P. Bibens,
Harper & Row, 1970

To live in freedom; human relations today and

tomorrow,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972

Henderson, Ron, ed.
The image maker,
John KnoK Press, 1971

Hifler, Joyce
All rivers run to the sea,
Doubleday, 1971

Hill, James Julian, 1892-
Old Cherokee families: "old families and their

genealogy," by Emmet Starr. 2nd ed. With a

comprehensive index comp. by J. J. Hill,

University of Oklahoma Foundation, 1972
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Kill, Wei don, pseud.
Jefferson McG-raw,

Morrow, 1972

Lonesome traveler,
Avon Books, 1972

Lonesome traveler,
D. McKay Co., 1970

Hillerman, Tony
The blessing way,
Harper, 1970
"The blessing way, which takes place on the Navajo
HeTervatlon and concerns Navajo values and beliefs,

grew in some part out of my growing up in

Pottawatomie County with Indian friends and

playmates."

The boy who made dragonfly,
Harper & Row, 1973
"The boy who made dragonfly is a retelling of an

ancTenF"2uni mytfi which I ran across while research

ing another book which is set on the Zuni
reservation. "

The fly on the wall,
Harper & Row, 1971
"The fly on the wall, which uses the Oklahoma State

csipTtol building as much of its setting, grew in

part from experiences there as a political reporter
for United Press."

Hinton, Susan E.

That was then, this is now,
Dell Pub. Co., 1972

That was then, this is now,
Viking Press, 1971

Hobbs, Herschel Harold, 1907-
The Baptist faith and message,
Baker Book House, 1971

The cosmic drama; an exposition of the Book of

Revelation,
Word Books, 1971

An exposition of the Gospel of Mark,
Baker Book House, 1970

The Gospel of Mark; a study manual,
Baker Book House, 1971

How to follow Jesus; the challenge of Hebrews for
Christian life and witness today,
Broadinan Press, 1971
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Hobbs, Herschel Harold, 190?- (Cont.)
Showers of blessings,
Baker Book House, 1973

The third order of man,
Word Books, 1973

"My writing experience has been a satisfying form
of self-expressions, growing out of almost one-half

century of intensive Bible study, teaching, and

preaching. It is my hope that readers will derive
a better and deeper understanding of the Bible from
these books. I have written Ij.7 books for publica
tion since 1951 a^d I am currently writing one
other."

Hollingsworth, Dan
Rocks in the roadway,
Oklahoma City, Distributed by Charles S. Greaves,
C1971

Hope, Thomas Welborn, 1903-
The great river and small, and other poems,
by Welborn Hope,
University of Oklahoma Press, c!970
"I was privileged to catch some of the panorama of

sights, sounds and moods that carry us along the

rushing channel of America, particularly of the
Southwest. I offer you the pictures in close-up
view, I hope*"

Howard, Domer Lawton
Sonnets from Pierrot to Columbine,
Dorrance, 1971
"This book was written for all of the inarticulate,
depressed clowns of the world who, having read it,

hopefully may each find the courage to change the

painted grin to a buoyant smile!"

Howard, R. Palmer
Cherokee history to l8lj.O: a medical view, reprinted
from the Journal of the Oklahoma State Medical

Association, c!970

Howl and, Marguerite (Smith). 1915-1972
The historian's handbook; a descriptive guide to

reference works, by Helen J. Poulton, with the
assistance of Marguerite S. Rowland,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972
This pioneering one-volume handbook lists finding
aids available to historians

~
...it ia an invaluable source book for researchers
in the social-science disciplines.
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Hcyt, Alta (Howard) l88l-
e were pioneers,

Wichita, Kan,, Distributed by Mrs. Howard Hoyt,
Stillwater, Ckla,, 1971
"This book is based on entries in my mother T s journal
kept since she was 15 years old. Therefore, it is

not dependent entirely on the memory of a 91 year
old pioneer woman. My father and mother served 35
years in Africa as missionaries for The Friends
Church."

Hubbell, Joe, 1920-
A history of the Oklahoma Education Association,
191^5-1956,
Stillwater, Okla., 1970

Huff, Afton P.
The key to Hawthorn Heath,
Berkley Pub,, 1972

The silent message,
Steck-Vaughn Co,, 1970

"The .silent message, and The key jfco Hawthorn Heath,
are both suspense mysteries written to entertain.
My familiar background of deafness and associated
skills are perhaps my motive to prove no handicap
is defeating. Lip-reading is the gimmic used to
solve the mystery in both books, and a Scottish
heritage adds color to characters and settings for
my work,"

Hunt, David C,, 1935-
The art of the Old West, from the collection of the
Gilcrease Institute. Selections and text by
Paul A. Rossi and David C. Hunt,
Knopf, 1971

Hurst, Kenneth
Major difference in Federal and Oklahoma income tax
laws, by Kenneth Hurst and John Carl Wood,
Oklahoma Society of Certified Public Accountants, 1970

Ironside, Roberta Louise
An adventure called Skelly; a history of okelly Oil
Company through 50 years, 1919-1969,
Apple ton-Century-Crofts, c!970

Ivask, Ivar, 1927- ed.
The cardinal points of Borges,
Edited by Lowell Dunham and Ivar Ivask,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971
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Jackson, Berenice, ed.

History of Beaver County,
Beaver County Historical Society, Inc., 1971

Jenkins, Marie M. , 1909-
Animals without parents,
Holiday House, 1970

The curious mollusks,
Holiday House, 1972

"Animals without parents presents a wide variety of
kinds of asexual reproduction. Emphasis in The
curious mollusks is on behavioral characteristics
of living animals. Both books (ages 12 up) have
been well researched and should provide scientif

ically accurate information that, in many instances,
is little known."

Jenkins , William Miller, l856-19lpL
Political death by assassin 1 s bullet,
by W. W. Jenkins,
Dingerson Press, 1970

Jenkins, William Wilson, 1883-
Political death by assassin 1 s bullet,
by W. W. Jenkins, from the personal papers of
William M. Jenkins,
Dingerson Press, 1970

Johnson, Burdetta Feye (Beebe), 1920-
Little Dickens, jaguar cub, by B. P. Beebe,
McKay, 1970

Jones, Juanita Simpson
Heartbreak and happiness,
Cordell, Okla., 1971
"This book was written so there would be a record
left for posterity. Telling the true story of

early day families, towns, churches, schools, homes,
weddings, crops, recreation, and food, in the
eastern part of Washita County. Sixteen pages of

pictures. It is interesting and enlightening."

Jones, Stephen
Atlas of Oklahoma political maps, 1907-1970,
Enid, Okla., 1972



Jordan, Nell Sutton, 105-
The doctor's daughters,
Naylor Co., 1972
"I wrote my book as a tribute to my father who

practiced medicine in Elizabeth, Arkansas, and

Prague and Milfay, Oklahoma in the early days of

the century. I also wished to preserve something

of the customs and way of life of those times. I

believe readers will be amused at some of the

stories, and many will be surprised to learn that

poor people can be happy and healthy.

Kaywaykla, James, ca. 1873-1963
In the days of Victorio; recollections of a Warm

Springs Apache, by Eve Ball. James Kaywaykla,

narrator,
University of Arizona Press, 1970

Keith, Harold, 1903-
The blue jay boarders,
Crowell, 1972

Brief garland,
Crowell, 1971

Crying substitute,
T. Nelson, 1972

Go, Red, go!
T. Nelson, 1972

The runt of Rogers School,

Lippincott, 1971

Keith, Joanne, ed.

A pioneer history of Shattuck,
Co-editors: Donna Baker and Noma Sprague,

Shattuck, Okla., available from the Shattuck Library,

c!970

Kelleam, Joseph E. , 1913-

Days beyond number,
Dorrance, 1971
"pays beyond, number, my sixth book, is a volume of

poetry. Wny does anyone write poetry? It ' s a

sampling of poems selected from younger days to the

present. It's a record of sights, sounds, thoughts
and experiences. Sort of a 'He Passed this Way 1

collection -or a 'Protest in Passing.
1 "

Kelly, Helen
Willow child,
South and West, 1972
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Kiramerer, Neil B., 1918-
To get and beget,
Vantage Press, c!971

King, Hiram Burris
Memoirs of Judge Hiram Burris Kind,
Naylor Co,, 1973

Kirkpatrick, Samuel A.

The social psychology of political life.
Edited by Samuel A. Kirkpatrick and Lawrence Pettit

Duxbury Press, 1972
"This book is aimed at upper division under

graduates in political science studying various

aspects of political attitudes and behavior. The
book is basically an anthology with brief accompany
ing text material covering such topics as personal
ity attributes, social structure, political culture,
political socialization, perception, organization
and change in political belief systems and political
motivation. It incorporates a framework from social

psychology to organize topics relevant to the study
of political behavior."

Urban political analysis: a systems approach.
Edited by David R, Morgan and Samuel A. Kirkpatrick,
Free Press, 1972
"This book is directed to undergraduate and graduate
students in political science with a special inter-
eat in urban politics. It contains a series of

essays by prominent political scientists as well as

substantial text material on a variety of components
in the urban system, including the urban environment,
public opinion and political involvement, urban
dec is ion-making and bureaucratic structures and
urban policy outputs. It is the first book of its
kind to bring together empirical studies on urban

politics organized in a systems framework."

Knepper, Verna Weiser

My papa's daughter,
Naylor, 1971

Krakel, Dean Penton, 1923-
Tom Ryan, a painter in Pour Sixes country,
Northland Press, c!971
"Outside of my own vanity, there have been few
excuses for the five books I have authored, I rm
surprised in looking back that I had the tenacity
to do them and that some publisher would be

foolish enough to print them,"
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Lafferty, Raphael Aloys ious
Arrive at Easterwine,
Scribner, 1971

The fall of Rome,
Doubleday, 1971

The flame is green,
Walker & Co., 1971

Ishmael into the barrens. In Pour futures; four
original novellas of science fiction.
Hawthorn Books, 1971

Nine hundred grandmothers,
Ace Pub. Corp., c!970

Okla Hannali,
Doubleday, 1972

Strange doings,
Scribner, 1972

LaG-rone, Oliver, 1915-
This hour (written after war) . In The poetry of
the Negro, 17^6-1970, ed. by Langston Hughes and
Arna Bontemps. New rev. ed. ,

Doubleday, 1970

Laklan, Carli, pseud.
Migrant girl,
McGraw-Hill, 1970

Serving in the Peace Corps,
Doubleday, 1970

L T Amour, Louis, 1908- See comments oa page Glj.
Broken gun,
Bantam, 1971

The burning hills,
Bantam, 1972

Daybreakers ,

Bantam, 1970

Desert road,
Bantam, 1972

Eight novels of the magnificent Sackett family:
The daybreakers; Sackett; Lando; Mojave crossing;
Mustang man; The Sackett brand; The lonely man;
The .~ky-liners,
Bantam, 1972

Firct fact draw,
Bantam, 1970

Flint,
Bantam, l'?71
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L'Amour, Louis, 1908- (Cent.)
Galloway,
Bantam, cl9?0

Heller with a gun,
Pawcett World, 1971

High graders,
Bantam, 1970

Hondo ,

Pawcett World, 1971

Key-lock man,
Bantam, 1970

Killoe,
Bantam, 1973

Kilrone,
Bantam, 1970

Last stand at Papago Wells,
Pawcett World, 1971

The man called Noon,
Bantam, 1971, cl970

North to the rails,
Bantam, c!971

Radigan,
Bantam, 1972

Reilly's luck,
Bantam, c!970

Sackett,
Bantam, 1971

Sackett brand,
Bantam, 1971

Showdown at Yellow Butte,
Ace Pub. Corp.

Silver canyon,
Bantam, 1972

Sky-liners,
Bantam, 1972

Tall stranger,
Pawcett Publications, 1970

To tame a land,
Pawcett World, 1971

Utah Blane,
by Jim Mayo, pseud.,
Ace Pub. Corp., 1971



Larsen, Jackie A.

Beyond this colored glass,
Carltcn Press, c!9?0

Laughlin, Virginia Carli, 1907- SEE Laklan, Carli,
pseud.

Laune , Paul
America T s quarter horses,
Doubleday, 1973

Layton, Neal SEE Cones, Neal Layton

Lewis, Mark P., ed.
Current research in marijunana,
Academic Press, 1973

Lipscomb, Perry Doddridge, 1895-
The C.P.A. exam. Rev* ed.,
Arco Pub* Co., 1971, c!963

Litton, Gaston L.

History of education for librarianship in Colombia,
by Richard Krzys and G-aston Litton,
Scarecrow Press, 1969 5 i.e. 1970

Lottinville, Savoie, 1906- ed.
Soldier in the West. . .Edited by Robert V. Hine and
Savoice Lottinville,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972

Love, Paula McSpadden, comp.
The Will Rogers book,
Texian Press, 1972, o!971

Lucas, Jim Griffing, 1911^-1970
Agnew: profile in conflict,
Award Books; distributed by Scribner, 1970

Luke, Ray
Concerto for bassoon and orchestra; solo bassoon,
Oxford University Press, cl9?l

Mai thane r, Johannes, tr.
Indian skin paintings from the American Southwest,
by Gottfried Hotz,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1970



Marriott, Alice Lee, 1910-
American epic: the story of the American Indian,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
New American Library, 1970

American epic; the story of the American Indian,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Putnam, 1970, c!969

American Indian mythology,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
New American Library, 1972

Negro Indians, by Carol K. Rachlin and Alice
Marriott.
Paper presented to the 19th annual meeting of the
American Society for Ethnohistory, 1971

Oklahoma: the forty- sixth star,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Doubleday, 1973
"We wrote this book an an anecdotal account of the

history of Oklahoma because we wanted people to
better understand our state and the people who made
it. The reader will enjoy the factual material and
the personal incidents that make this book. -It is

a book of 'the peoples 1 of the state rather than a

formal history."

Oklahoma; the story of its past and present,
by Edwin C. McReynolds, Alice Marriott, and Estelle
Paulconer. Rev. ed.,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

Peyote,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Crowell, 1971
"We wrote this volume to show the seriousness of the

Peyote Religion (Native American Church). We wished
to make the point that peyote is not taken as a

narcotic but as a sacrament. The reader can profit
by this book because, we believe, he will get a firm
foundation of the beliefs and ceremony of the Peyote
Religion which will replace rumor and myths."

Peyote,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
New American Library, 1972

Marchburn, Joseph H., 1890-
Blood and knavery: a collection of English Ren-
ai a r,ance pamphlets and ballads of crime and sin,
by Joseph H. Marshburn and Alan R. Volie,
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. Press, 1972
"Motivation of my book resulted from the development
of modern printing, the appearance for the first
time of professional writing and the formation of a

body of popular literature based on recorded contem
porary events relating the daily life of the people,
In tho form of ballads, pamphlets and plays during
Uio Tudor period, the most important era of English
1 ,1
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Marshburn, Joseph H. , 1890- (Cont.)
Murder & witchcraft in England, 1550-1 61|0, as re
counted in pamphlets, ballads, broadsides, & plays,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972, c!971

Martin, Allie Beth
A strategy for public library change: proposed
public library goals-feasibility study,
Public Library Association, American Library
Association, 1972
"Written in response to a need expressed by many
librarians for stated goals of public libraries.
This publication summarizes identified needs of

society, the potential of libraries to meet these
needs and problems which must be overcome if goals
are to be achieved. The book provides a basis for
action and concentrates on how to achieve change.
Each reader must determine for himself, 'change to
what?'"

Masters, Hardin Wallace, 1899- ed.

Edgar Lee Masters; a centenary memoir-anthology,
A. S. Barnes for the Poetry Society of America,
1972
"As the elder son of the author of Spoon River
Anthology, I was persuaded by friends to select his
poems that he liked the best. To them I added a
foreword. The book is a biographical sketch of

many youthful memories of my lawyer-poet father and
should interest students of Edgar Lee Masters."

Matthews , Clayt on
Bounty hunt at Ballarat,
Pinnacle Books, 1972

Matthews, Don Q,.

The design of the management information system,
Auerbach, 1971

Maynard, Louis Jackson, 1900-
Down the river,
tfaylor Co., 1971
"Down the river was written to familiarize people
with the life of early day settlers in Oklahoma,
and to show the importance of soil conservation
practices and pollution control."

Oklahoma Panhandle; a history and stories of No
Man T s Land. 2nd ed.,
1972, c!956
"Oklahoma Panhandle, history and stories of No
Man T s Land, was written because of my interest in
the long narrow strip of land that runs west between
Texas on the south and Kansas and Colorado on the
north, to the New Mexico line. I wanted to know
why it was called 'The Neutral Strip', and 'No
Man's Land'."

Mayo, Jim, pseud. SEE L' Amour, Louis, 1908-
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MeAnally, Arthur Monroe 3 1911-1972
Status of the university librarian in the academic
community. In Research librarianship; essays in
honor of Robert B. Downs. Edited by Jerrold Orne,
R. R. Bowker Co., 1971
It is heartening to see the growing concern of young
librarians with major social problems of our times,
and their active efforts, beginning at Atlantic City
in 1969, to reshape professional associations. It
is a pleasure to see them, action oriented, alert,
eager, confident and fearless.

MeBride, Gertrude, comp.
The history of Mountain View, Kiowa County, Okla.,
1899-1970,
Mountain View News, 1970

McCarville, Mike

Okie,
Colorgraphics, c!970
"Okie was written because I believed Oklahomans
have an extra-ordinary sense of history and a

special appreciation for it, and whatever the
word has come to mean, it is historic. The book
was not intended as a defense of the word, but as
a chronological record of its uses. 11

McConnico, Charles T.

The medical transcriptionist handbook,
Thomas, 1972

MuCune, Edward H.
American parade,
Naylor Co., 1971
"American parade is a quick chronological summation
of American history from discovery and colonization
through independence and the administrations of
successive presidents. The book was written as

supplementary reading material for junior and senior
high school students. Rhymed couplets help the
student not only to enjoy but also to remember much
better, historical facts and events."

McGalliard, William Alva

Reporter's notebook,
Metro Press, 1973
"This selection of 120 newspaper columns, gleaned
from over a thousand, covers many years of report
ing on the southern Oklahoma area. The book includes

none inspirational columns and several with cre

ativity as subject matter* These come close to the
heart of my most cherished fields."
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McGee, Dean Anderson, 1901+-
Evolution into total energy; the story of Kerr-
McGee Corporation,
Newcomen Society in North America, 1971* c!970

McReTOQlds , Edwin C.. 1890-196?
Oklahoma; the story of its past and present,
by Edwin C. McReynolds , Alice Marriott and Estelle
Faulconer. Rev. ed. a

University of Oklahoma Press, 1971
This book was co-authored with Alice Marriott and
Estelle Faulconer, and is for junior high and high
school level. (Ruth M. McReynolds)

McRill, Leslie Anson, 1886-
From day to day, as seen through my binoculars,
Adman Publishing Company, c!972
"These are poems of a more personal experience,
the urge to give expression to life as I see it
in daily happenings .

"

Living heritage; poems of social concern,
McRill Publishers, 1970
"This will help preserve such historical events as
the famous Medicine Lodge treaty; a commentary on
such early Indian Territory poets as Ridge and
Posey.

"

McSherry, Prank D., 1927-
The Janus resolution. In The mystery writer's art,
comp. by Francis M. Nevins . Cover illus. by Frank
D. McSherry, Jr.,
Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1971, c!970

The shape of crimes to come. In The mystery
writer's art, comp. by Francis M. Nevins. Cover
illus. by Frank D. McSherry, Jr.,
Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1971* c!970
"Humanity usually waits until the dropped match
becomes a forest fire before dealing with important
problems the population explosion, for example.
One day we T ll delay once too often. The shape of
crimes to come entertains, but I hope it starts you
thinking too; the life you save may be my own."

Mettler, Pierson, 1869-1937
Adoration. Compiled and edited by M. E. Mettler-
Marks ,

Prairie Press Books, 1970
A book of poems. "Pierson Mettler T s poe try though
written some time ago, still carries the same
message to be found in nature, and in man, if time
is spent to look. Her lines speak to the reader
and should he spend the time, could bring comfort
and solutions to life's -problems, if listening be
in order. It was for this
--to help mankindshe lived, and Tor this that her
message, it is hoped, .shall be of great benefit to
all humanity."



Met tier 5 Pierson
Adoration, Tcont . )

This, from her poem, "Beseechment, f! expresses the

heart of her poetry. . .

Cling; to your faith in Christ which ever gives
Triumphant joy. The sting of death is gone--
A victor over the grave --my spirit lives t

And raptured shall it rise to meet the dawn.

Though separated trackless skies from you--
Lovets message from your hearts shall reach
mine too.

--P.M.

Meyer, Lewis, 1913-
Mostly mama,
Doubleday, 1971

Off the sauce,
Curtis Books, 1972

Pooped! ' the last word on sex manuals,
Nash Pub., 1972

Medlock, Julius Lester
Tryst with the stars,
Poems, 1973
"A Poet is both born and made. Early in life he
is thrilled with beautiful words couched in
beautiful language. A Poet is a Poet not only
because he wants to be, but also because he has to

be. One person said that one poem in this last
book is worth the price of the book."

Miller, Keith
Habitation of dragons; a book of hope about living
as a Christian,
Word Books, c!970

Miller, Rudolph J.

Fishes of Oklahoma,
by Rudolph J. Miller and Henry W. Robison,
Oklahoma State University Press, 1973
"What every angler has waited for; maps of the'

fishing spots of consequence; what, where, when
to catch 'em. Statistics, too, if you wish those."

--Glenn Shirley

Misch, Fannie Brownlee
Creek Indian Nation east to west: a pictorial
history (about 500 photos), east and west, first of

itw kind of any one of Five Civilized Tribes.
"Interact to genealogists, historians, Indians.
M.u. now being considered by a publisher for

publication."
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Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Company
The opening of the great southwest, 1970

Moffeit, Tony
Oklahoma blues; poems,
by Okie Tony, pseud.,
Inner Books, 1972
"The terminology for regional ideomatic literature
varies. Oklahoma blues might be termed; folk,
popular or Oklahoma poetry. I, however, prefer to

explain Oklahoma blues by relating it to individuals,
Verse makers such as Woody Guthrie, Bob Dillon and

Ledbelly are the most obvious influences on both me
and the book, especially where verse is concerned.
As far as other influences, the general philosophy
of Henry Thoreau and Walt Whitman is a tremendous
influence. Thus, Oklahoma blues is essentially an
American work, with influences from originators of
a uniquely American way of writing. Really, it is

simply the expression of Okie Tony."

Momaday, Scott
The man made of words. In Indian voices, by
Convocation of American Indian Scholars,
Indian Historia Press, c!970

The way to rainy mountain,
Ballantine, 1970

Mooney, Charles W
Localized history of Pottawatomie County, Oklahoma,
to 1907,
Thunderbird Industries, c!971
"Herein localized history tells what and when it

happened, records names of the leading citizenry
of the now 61; ghost towns in this country, and the
10 existing towns, all starting before statehood
in 1907* Then there were glj. cotton gins, 62

saloons, and 3 distilleries. Today there are none."

Morgan, David R., ed.
Urban political analysis; a systems approach.
Edited by David R. Morgan and Samuel A* Kirkpatrick,
Free Press, 1972

Morse, David
Grandfather rock: the new poetry and the old,
Delacorate Press, 1972

Moyer, Alice
Two way teacher,
Carlton Press, 1972



Meyers, Bill D.

Listening to America; a traveler rediscovers his

country,
Harper's Magazine Press, 1971

Listening to America; a traveler rediscovers his

country,
Dell Pub. Co,, 1972

Moynihan, Daniel Patrick
Beyond the melting pot; the Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
Jews, Italians, and Irish of New York City, by
Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan. 2nd ed.,
M.I.T. Press, 1970

Capitalism and democracy: Schumpeter revisited,
New York Univ. Press, 1972

The case for a family allowance. In Cities in

trouble, ed. by Nathan Glazer,
Quadrangle Books, 1970

On equality of educational opportunity, by Daniel
P. Moynihan and Frederick Mosteller,
Random House, 1972

The politics of a guaranteed income,
Random House, 1973

Toward a national urban policy, ed. by Daniel P.

Moynihan,
Basic Books, 1970

Violent crime,
G. Braziller, 1970

Napier, John T., 1915-1965
The selected poetry and prose of John T. Napier.
Edited by David Lee Rubin,
Appalachian Studies Center of Pikeville College,
1972

Nashert, Walter, 1907-
Tepees to towers; the story of building the Sooner
iState,
Auiiociated General Contractors of America, 1970
"Tepees to towers, the atory of building the Sooner
estate, had to be written. It's the real builders'

story, history buried in their hearts and minds:
men who die, busy while they build, unthinking of
the story they could tell. These pages tell it for
them. "



Nelson, Louise Dale
When the heart speaks,
Trumpet Vine Press, 1972
"Ten years ago neither my husband nor I knew the

first thing about writing poetry, setting type,
book binding, editing or the format of a book. *

But we had a will to work and learn. The first
2000 books of poetry, When the heart speaks, were
hand printed on a 6x10 in. letter press. The 5th
edition has been lithographed from the original
handset type."

Newell, Rosemary
Star house,
Popular Library, 1973
"Enchanted with the exotic Suriname jungle country,
with its beauty and its varied races of colorful
people, I breathed in an atmosphere of mystery and
romance and wrote Star House with the zest of

adventure, exploring the minds and hearts of
characters it inspired. The title of my next book
(the manuscript has just been acknowledged by my
agent) is, Ride a golden horse. This is a western
Gothic novel, set in pioneer Oklahoma."

Oden, Marily Brown
Beyond feminism; the woman of faith in action,
Abingdon Press, 1971

Oden, Thomas C.

Beyond revolution; a response to the underground
church ,

Westminster Press, 1970

The intensive group experience; the new pietism,
Westminster Press, 1972

Ogle, Jack
Touchdown Oklahoma,
by Jack Ogle and Bob Barry,
Hooper Printing Co., 1972

Okie Tony, pseud. SEE Moffeit, Tony

Oklahoma City Council of Choc taws

English Choctaw dictionary. Prom A dictionary of
the Choctaw language, by Cyrus Byington,
Oklahoma City, 1972

Owens, Lisa A. Slater
The rape of Berlin, by Lisa A. Slater,
Pageant-Poseidon, 1972
"The reason of my writing the book is to inform the
American people of the danger of communism."



Painton, Ivan Emory
Reflections from the inner room,
Cameron Associates, 1971
"In this book, I have attempted to delineate the
forces of good and evil, strength and capriciousness,
rapture and despair, that are inherent in all of us.
In sharing these lines may they strike a chord of
emotional reflection, spark the imagination, or
serve as an inspiration to others."

Peters, Wilfred P., 1927-
Angels watching over me,
Carlton Press, c!971

Pierce, Gerald Swetnam, ed.
Travels in the Republic of Texas, 181^.2,

by Francis S. Latham. Edited by Gerald S. Pierce,
Encino Press, 1971

Pierce, Joe E.

Language and linguistics,
Humanities Press, 1972

Understanding the Middle East,
Tut tie, 1971

Perino, Gregory
Guide to the identification of certain American
Indian projectile points,
Oklahoma Anthropoligical Society, 1968-1971
"The projectile point guide is the fourth published
of the series designed for the use of students and
collectors in identifying American Indian projectile
points. It gives their age and cultural affilia
tion. It is the most used point guide in American
archaeology and illustrates and describes 50 pro
jectile point types different from the 50 in each
of the previous three guides."

Mississippian site archaeology in Illinois,
Illinois Archaeological Survey, 1971
"The reports in Mississippian site archaeology in
Illinois are of three digs sponsored by the Thomas
Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art,
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and describes new evidence found
of acculturation between non-related Indian groups;
an unreported type of mortuary structure used by
one group; the discovery of Meso-American-like
iihell long- and ohort-nosed god masks; evidence
that some skeletons had filed notches in their
teeth; evidence of trade between Spiro Mounds in
eastern Oklahoma, the Tennessee Valley, and
Illinois; description of a newly discovered
pottery type; and a description and use of artifact

typeu hitherto unreported. Information in the

report a can be most useful to students and others

studying the Mississippian culture period of A.D.
1050-1250."
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Peterson, Royce H.
True tales in Oklahoma,
Edited by Gene Aldrich and Royce H. Peterson,
Thompson Book and Supply Co., cl9?l

Pike, James Albert, Bp., 1913-1969
The wilderness revolt; a new view of the life and
death of Jesus based on ideas and notes of the late

Bishop James A. Pike,
by Diane Kennedy Pike and R. Scott Kennedy,
Doubleday, 1972
Whether such an insurrection was planned as part of
a""coQrdinated attack, we cannot of course determine.
But it does seem clear" that the uprising which
Barabbas led culminated in violence and death7
wETereas there is no suggestion anywhere that Jesus 1

cTeansing of the Temple had any such results. It
would have been logical for the Romans first to

pursue and suppress the rebels involved in th~
attack on their forces (probably in the fortress
"oF some other part of the pityj, and only later, as

part of a clean-up operation designed to prevent
further uprisings during the festival week, to have
"sought Jesus the Nazarene who had led a nonviolent
attack on the Temple. This would also explain why
Jesus alone was arrested and not his followers.
If there had as yet been no violence on their"part,
Romans may only have wanted to remove their leader
as a preventive measure, hoping to forestall a

Messianic uprising before it gathered momentum.

Pointer, Jack D.
How to sue in small claims court in Oklahoma,
Available from Oklahoma City University Bookstore,
1972

Potter, Dan
The age of stoning,
Pawcett World Library, 1972

The age of stoning,
Stein and Day, 1971

The way of an eagle,
Pawcett World Library, 1971

The way of an eagle,
Stein and Day, 1970, c!969
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Pritchard, John Paul, 1902-
A literary approach to the New Testament,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1972
"This, my fifth book, is a nontheological approach
to the New Testament. It attempts to show the
authors' parts in the writing of the several "books
and to interpret them as one would approach secular
literary works. Methods of interpretation are
explained in the introduction. It should help the
reader to a better understanding of what each book
says, and thus is preparatory to further secular or
religious study."

Proctor, Dorothea Hardy
The delight of being,
Olivant Press, 1972

Q,uimby, Myrtle (Chambers), 1891-
White crow,
Criterion Books, 1970
"After studying Oklahoma history, and reading a
number of books eulogizing the courage and fortitude
of the early white settlers, I had seen no book
written from the Indian poi.it of view. Those
dispossessed people who were promised all the
Oklahoma lands, ! So long as grass grows and water
floors. Iir

Rachlin, Carol K.
American epic; the story of the American Indian,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
New American Library, 1970

American epic: the story of the American Indian,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Putnam, 1970, c!969

American Indian mythology,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
New Amsrican Library, 1972

Negro Indians, by Carol K. Rachlin and Alice
Marriott. Paper presented to the 19th annual
meeting of the American Society for Ethnohvsto?/,
1971

Oklahoma: the forty- sixth star,
by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Doubleday, 1973

Peyote, by Alice Marriott and Carol K. Rachlin,
Crowell, 1971

Ragan, Tillrmin J.

Torching in the now elementary school,
by William B. Ragan, John H. Wilson, and Til Ir.ian

J. Ragan,
Holt, Rirujh.-irl and WimUon,
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Ragan,, William Burk, 1896-
Foundation of American education,
by William B. Ragan and George Henderson,
Harper & Row, 1970
"The book has been used as a text in colleges and
universities. It should also be useful to others
who want to gain a better understanding of the
American school as a social institution."

Modern elementary curriculum,
by William B. Ragan and Gene D. Sheperd. l+th ed.,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971
"Recent developments in school and society have '

made it desirable to publish a fourth edition of
this book which has served as a college text for
almost 20 years. The book should be useful for
anyone who wants to gain a better understanding of

historical, psychological, and social forces which
have influenced the development of the American
elementry school .

"

Teaching in the new elementary school,
by William B. Ragan, John H. Wilson, and Tillman J.

Ragan,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972
"This book has served as a text for college courses
dealing with newer teaching strategies the method
of inquiry, simulation, the use of instructional
technology, concept learning, and other strategies.
The book should also be useful to anyone who wants
to gain a better understanding of recent innovations
in teaching."

Teaching science in the elementary school,
by John W. Renner, Don G. Stafford, and William B.

Ragan. 2nd ed.,
Harper & Row, 1973
"Since this college text was first published in
1968, many changes have taken place in the teaching
of science in elementary schools. This edition
reflects those changes. Anyone who is interested
in gaining a better understanding of significant
changes in this exciting phase of the elementary
school curriculum will profit from reading this
book."

Raley, Helen Thames
An uncommon man; the life of John Wesley Raley,
Word Books, 1970
"This is the biography of Dr. John Wesley Raley,
long-time President, Chancellor, and President-
Emeritus of Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee.
An outstanding figure on Oklahoma's education,
church, and political scene for nearly lj.0 years,
he was included in Who's Who in America from 1936,
and was elected to Oklahoma Hall of Fame in 19^8
honored by the magnificent John Wesley Raley Chapel
in Shawnee, a memorial to his dauntless spirit, hin
distinguished career,"



Raley, Helen Thames (Cont.)
The golden days and the gallant hours,
Transcript Press, 1972
"This is a compilation of selected writings and
statements of the late Dr. John Wesley Raley, long
time president and administrator of Oklahoma Baptist
University, Shawnee. Dr. Raley was known for his

superb oratory, his mastery with words, both written
and spoken."

Raley, John Wesley, 1902-1968
The golden days and the gallant hours,
Transcript Press, 1972

Ray, Grace Ernestine
Wily women of the West,
Naylor, 1972
"The bad men of the West had their counterpart in
women who have also become legendary characters.
My objective was to refute some tales on famous
feminine operators. Belle Starr was not a killer--
but a distinguished horse thief. Cattle Kate was
not a rustler, but was lynched. Calamity Jane,
as nurse, saved a smallpox patient. Peg-leg -Annie,
aiding a friend, lost her legs in a blizzard."

Reed, William
William Babcock Hazen: curmudgeon or crusader?
In Troopers West, ed. by Ray Brandes,
Frontier Heritage Press, 1970

Renner, John Wilson, 1921;-
Educators guide to free science materials,
Edited by Mary H. Saterstrom and John W. Renner,
Rev. 13th ed. ,

Educators Progress Service, 1972

Guiding learning in the secondary schools,
by John W. Renner, Robert P. Bibens, and Gene D.

Shepherd,
Harper & Row, 1972

Teaching science in the elementary school,
by John W. Renner, Don G. Stafford, and William B.

Ragan, 2nd ed.,
Harper & Row, 1973

Teaching science in the secondary school,
by John W. Ronner and Don G. Stafford,
Harper & Row, 1972

Rentzol, Lance, 19l|3-
Wrien all the laughter died in sorrow,
I'riturday Review Press, 1972
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Richardson, Mozelle G-roner

Portrait of fear,
Warner Paperback Library, 1971 and 1972

Curse of Kalispoint,
Warner Paperback Library, 1972

The masks of Thespis,
Warner Paperback Library, 1973

A candle in the wind,
Wm. Morrow & Co., 1973

"I write only about those subjects in which I am

vitally interested. If others find an interest in
those same things, then I'm fortunate. I learned
the fundamentals of novel writing from Poster-
Harris at O.U. and at an age when most women retire
to spend their life babysitting with their grand
children (I have eight) a whole new world has

opened up for me .
"

Roberts, Oral, 1918-
The call; an autobiography,
Doubleday, 1972

Healing Scriptures, with personal commentary,
Oral Roberts Evangelistic Association, cl9?l

Miracle of seed-faith,
Tulsa, Okla., c!970

Robeson, Kenneth SEE Dent, Lester, page 65

Rob is on, Henry W.
Pishes of Oklahoma,
by Rudolph J. Miller and Henry W, Robison,
Oklahoma state University Press, 1973

Robison, John Vincent
Modern algebra and trigonometry,
McGraw-Hill, 1973
"My hope was to produce a book that (1) keeps the
student constantly aware of the fact that set theory
provides both the language and symbolism for con

structing 'modern' mathematics and (2) uses these

concepts throughout the book to develop the usual

topics of algebra and trigonometry."

Modern trigonometry,
McGraw-Hill, 1970
"There is a definite need for a short text, written
from a modern point of view, that provides a founda
tion in trigonometry necessary for present day
courses in analytic geometry and calculus. Thia
book was done to fill the need."



Roff, Charles p.

Oklahoma Farm Bureau: the early years,
Oklahoma Farm Bureau, 1972

We were young together,
Vantage Press, 1973
"My grandchildren and neices and nephews urged me to
write some of the incidents of interesting and
unusual boyhood and this book is the answer to their
requests. To the readers it will bring to mind
bits of history of our State that have not been
recorded. It is the story of the late days of the
Territories and early days of Statehood as seen and

experienced by a boy."

Rogers, Will, 1879-1935
Ether and me "or just relax", by Will Rogers.
Edited, and with an introd., by Joseph A. Stout, Jr.
Pref. by Will Rogers, Jr. Vol. 1 of a 6-vol. series,
Oklahoma State University Press, 1973
"Will Rogers 1 own story of experiences ^with the
medical profession. Highly humorous, it is, never
theless, serious in its underlayment of actual
happenings; then- -perhaps now." --Glenn Shirley

The Will Rogers book,
Compiled by Paula McSpadden Love,
Texian Press, 1972, c!971
A generous sampling of the many sides to the
character of Will Rogers, done by his niece, brings
to mind a poem, which expresses, I believe, the
heart of the book.

Will Rogers
HE gave his truths in simple guise

His was a friendly pen;
He spent his life in being wise,

For ordinary men.--P.W.

Wise and witty sayings of a great American humorist,
Selected by Art Wortman with photos from the collec
tion of the Will Rogers Memorial, Claremore, Okla.
Hallmark Editions, 1970, c!969

Roller, Duane Henry Du Bose, 1920- ed.

Perspectives in the history of science and technology,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971

Roaai, Paul A. 1929-
Thr art of the Old West, from the collection of the

Gilcrease Institute,
by Paul A. Rossi and David C. Hunt,
Knopf, 1971



Rouse, Roscoe, 1919-
Automation stops here; a case for man-made book
collections. In Advances in understanding approval
and gathering plans in academic libraries, ed. by
Peter Spyers-Duran and Daniel G-ore,
Western Michigan University, 1970

Rowland, Walter Pervia
Helpful harmonies of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
by the ignorant and unlearned for the ignorant
and unlearned,
Vantage Press, 1972
Tf l wrote Helpful harmonies, to harmonize the scrip
ture, by giving people the key to understanding
Christ's message to all his people of all races.
If you really want to understand the new testament,
give this book careful study and it will help you.

. . . and to God be the Glory"

Ruhm, Myer Aaron, 1952-
National Legal* s California basic instant reference
manual for attorneys and legal counselors,
Oklahoma City, c!971

The Oklahoma basic instant reference manual for
attorneys and legal counselors,
Oklahoma City, c!970

Rundell, Walter
In pursuit of American history; research and train
ing in the United States,
Foreword by James B. Rhoads,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1970

Runyan, Nadine, ed.
Pioneers of Cleveland County, 1889-1907,
Cleveland County Historical Society, 1971
"Biographies and true experiences of 97 pioneers
and their families. There have been three print
ings of this book."

Pioneers and early settlers of Cleveland County
1889-1925,
Cleveland County Historical Society, 1973
"Biographies and true experiences of 59 different
families. This second book was printed by popular
request of many who had missed the first book or
who came later."

"These stories were collected and printed to honor
the pioneers and to have a permanent record of the
Cleveland County pioneers. We wished to impress
the future generations with the heritage they
received from the hardships and accomplishments of
their forefathers."
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Rushmore, Helen
Bigfoot Wallace and the hickory nut battle,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1970

Ghost dance on Coyote Butte,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1971

Gib Morgan; fantastic driller,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1970

Sancho the homesick steer,
Garrard Pub. Co., 1972

"The Southwest is rich in folklore of the Indians,
of cattle and trailing, and of humorous folk heroes.
Although this material is readily available to
adult researchers of folklore, it is almost out of
reach of children. As a librarian, I used these
stories with success. How I am attempting to retell
the tales so little children can read them while
they are still young and full of laughter."

Ruth, Kent
Touring the old West,
S. Greene Press, 1971
"For the 'old hand r western traveler, familiar with
usual sights and activities and looking for the more
out-of-the-way attraction - for the collector-
type visitor interested in such areas as mountain
passes, ghost towns, old hotels and opera houses,
railroads, Indians, and so on. fT

Window on the past,
Oklahoma Publishing Co., 1973
"A one-volume edition of my ! Window 1 series in the
Sunday Oklahoman, 1971-1972. Some 75 historic sites
in Oklahoma for which National Register status is

being sought. Text, map and picture for each."

Sallaska, Georgia
The last Heracles,
Doubleday, 1971

Priam's daughter,
Doubleday, 1970

"I wrote my books to entertain, amuse and instruct
myself; also because I had no choice. I hope if a

reader chooses to read, he too will be entertained
and amused and, perhaps, a little instructed."
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Sattler, Helen Roney
Beginning to read puzzle book,
T. S. Denison, 1970

The eggless cookbook,
A. S. Barnes, 1972

Holiday gifts, favors and decorations that you can
make,
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., 1973

Jewelry from junk,
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co,, 1973

Kitchen carton crafts,
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1970

Sockcraft: toys, gifts, and other things to make,
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., 1972

"The craft books were written to provide children
and those who work with them (teachers, den mothers,
Girl Scout leaders, church groups, etc.) with
useful, inexpensive, easily made, craft ideas
constructed from discard material found in most
homes. Eggless cookbook provides 200 eggless
recipes for those who must avoid eggs."

Sayers, Stanley E., 1933-
Reflee ting on the spirit,
Gospel Light Pub. Co., c!972

Optimism in an age of peril,
"A collection of the author T s writings in his
department, 'In Defense of the Faith,' for The
Voice of Freedom publication. Outstanding chapters
on. restoring faith in God, the Bible, youth and
Americanism."

A drink from the deeper wells,
"A collection of the author's select articles from
many religious periodicals over the past few years
which have enjoyed a very wide circulation.
Inspiration, reflection and challenge,"

This side of heaven,
Not yet published, but similar to the aforementioned.
Should be out in 1973."

Sayre, John Leslie, 1921+-
An index of festschrif ten in religion, compiled by
John L. Sayre and Roberta Hamburger,
Phillips University Seminary Press, 1970

A manual of forms for term papers and theses,
Phillips University Seminary Press, 1971



Sayre, John Leslie, 192i|- (Cont.)
"I compiled the Index of festschriften In r_eligion
and the Illustrated guide to the Angl o - Amer i c an

cataloging rules to assist librarians in both
reference and cataloging. The F.S.I, collection
was prepared to encourage teachers to experiment
with an exciting new method of individualized
instruction. "

An illustrated guide to the Anglo-American Catalog
ing Rules,
Phillips University Seminary Press, 1971

The personalized system of instruction in higher
education: readings on P.S.I. - the Keller plan,
Phillips University Seminary Press, 1972

Scantlan, Sam W,
T. B. Lackey: the man and an epoch,
Baptist General Convention of Oklahoma, 1971
"I wrote ]?. B. Lackey: the man and an epoch because
of his leadership of the Baptist General Convention
of Oklahoma for twenty years. The Convention wanted
the story written and invited me to do it. During
those twenty years, the Convention had tremendous
growth. I enjoyed the assignment."

Jcott, Bill 3EE Hill, Weldon, .pseud.

Scott, Mable
Mable's .fables,

Maylor, 1^71
"ThJ n book was written at the request of readers
of ft)y weekly column. It was done, as most of my
writings Mre, strictly to entertain. Makes a good
gifL for those who like a short piece to pass the
time as doctor's office, beduide reading or on a

trip."

Shannon, Ruby W,
"Friends" for the Indians; 100 years of education
at Riverside Indian School, Anadarko, Oklahoma,
Riverside Indian ochool, 1971

''harp, Evelyn
The IQ cult,
Coward, Me C arm & Geoghegan, 1972
"I wrote The IQ cult to debunk IQ testing. There's
a lot of Ralph Nader in me. I think people have a

right to know exactly what IQ scores do (and do
not) show, especially when these scores figure in

gut decisions made by courts of law,"
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Shedd, Charlie W.
The fat is in your head,
Word Books, 1972
"The fat is in your head deals with a pscho-
spiritual approach to weight control. This is a

problem that has always been with me and always
will be."

Is your family turned on? Coping with the drug
culture,
Word Books, 1972
"Most of my writing is related to T the family 1

.

And to young people. I believe in the youth of

today. Most of them are great! And Martha and I

feel sure that the hope of tomorrow depends on the
homes of today. What goes on at your address and
mine is all important."

i

Promises to Peter; building a bridge from parent to

child,
Word Books, 1970

The stork is dead,
Word Books, 1972

Sheets, Bess Mae
This cry is mine; poems and vignettes,
Harlow Publishing Co., c!971
"This book of vignettes and poems was written to
share inspirational threads of life that they may
be interlaced for a higher level of living. That
the reader may be aroused and attuned to acceptance,
appreciation and show affection, with a positive
attitude, toward humanity."

Shepherd, G-ene D.

Guiding learning in the secondary schools,
by John W. Renner, Robert F. Bibens, and Gene D.

Shepherd,
Harper & Row, 1972

Shirley, Glenn
Shotgun for hire; the story of "Deacon" Jim Miller,
killer of Pat Garrett,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1970
"Offers a slice of southwestern history never
before published! Jim Miller, killer for hire,
is hung at Ada. Clear-cut eventual justice when
men were men."

Shumake, Thelma Knight
Peace poems with rhyme rhythm & reason,
1970
"An attempt to say for young conscientious people
what they instinctively know but seem unable to

express."



Shumake, Thelma Knight (Cent.)
That is human nature too,
1973
"Poems showing human nature's good side."

New dreams,
1973
"Poems showing author's philosophy of life."

Siemens, Anna Daisy
Stand tall,
Dorrance & Company, c!970
"Stand tall was written under compulsion of mind-
crowding thoughts. Most of the poems mirror my
faith in God and my fellowman. The book was
published to share this high-road life of content
ment with others."

Simms , James R.
A measure of knowledge,
Philosophical Library, 1971, c!968

Slater, Lisa SEE Owens, Lisa A. Slater

Smith, Helen (Reagan)
Jesus stood by us,
Broadman Press, 1970
"Sorrow and death enter into the lives of all and
can be met either by withering or rising above the
hurt into fuller, happier lives. This book deals
with case histories of true experiences from those
who retreated, and those who rose to the new
challenge.

"

Smith, Nina G-.

Underneath the bough,
Oklahoma City, 1971
"The poems in Underneath the bough were written
over a period of many years. As to the reason for
collecting them into a volume, I cannot say it
better than in my dedication: To my beloved
family and friends who insisted on this collection,
this book is gratefully and lovingly dedicated."

Snell, Ronald K.
A new order in the world,
by Norman L. Crockett and Ronald K. Snell,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1973

-now, Donald Clifford, 1917-
Jim Thorpe, by Thomas Pall,
Crowell, 1970

The ordeal of running standing, by Thomas Pall,
Bantam, 1971

The ordeal of running standing, by Thomas Pall,
McCall Pub. Co., 1970
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Sprague, Noma, ed,

A pioneer history of Shatuck,

Co-editors: Donna Baker and Joanne Keith,

Shattuck, Okla., cl9?0

Sprague, Robert S., 190l|- .

Grass money: Lawton's own story; a historical novel,

Lawton, Okla., c!970
"Grass money, published 1970 by myself and there

will be a paper-back version out in September

published by Lancer Books, Inc."

The ghosts of Palo Duro Canyon,
R. B. Sweet Co., 1973

Grass money. Rev.,
Lawton, Okla., 1972 .

"I have a new revised Grass money, published by

myself in 1972, containTnJVTTttle different ending,

and it also has a 20-page Fort Sill pictorial

history from 1869 to 1902 in the back of the revised

book."

Stanley, Ruth Houston
Iowa Chapel community,
Perkins, Okla,, 1972

Stapp, Andy
Up against the brass,
Simon and Schuster, 1970

Starr, Emmet, 1870-1930
Old Cherokee families: "old families and their

genealogy". With a comprehensive index compiled by

J. J. Hill. 2nd ed.,
University of Oklahoma Foundation, 1972

Starr, Henry, 1873-1921
Thrilling events; life of Henry Starr. In The bandit

Belle, by Carl W. Breihan,

Hangman Press, 1970

Stealey, Emma Klomann, 1871-1968
Through the quiet door,
Leslie McRill, 1969
A nostalgic collection of the poems of a long ana

Interesting life. These little poems reflect a

sensitive acceptance, as in the following:

Renewal

"The sun will shine again , The wind will blow a^ain,

The moon will glow again. The rain will fall again f

And you will smile again, And you will laugh again,

This you should know. Believe it so.
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Stewart, Roy P.

Thunderbird; a history of the
IjJpth Infantry Division,

"by G-uy Nelson. Edited, production supervised and a

foreword by Roy P. Stewart,
J|5th Infantry Division Association, c!970

Stocking, Hobart E.
The road to Santa Fe.

Hastings House Publishers, 1971

Stout, Dorothy L.
A man of character; poems,
Colorgraphics, c!970

The magnificent present; a petite anthology,
Colorgraphics, c!970

"These two books are a presentation in poetry of

philosophy inherent in Eastern thought -forms . They
examine the exquisite means of the Asian in estab
lishing his method of living, threading his art

through the center of his culture as he embues
the forms of religion, work and leisure with the
texture of creative patterns. Japanese verse-
forms and re-interpretations of ancient Chinese
poetry are unique features of both volumes. The
third and final volume of the series, .A hint of

jade, is awaiting publication."

Stout, Joseph A., Jr., ed.
Ether and me "or just relax", by Will Rogers.
Edited, and with an introd., by Joseph A. Stout, Jr.
Pref . by Will Rogers, Jr. Vol. 1 of a 6-vol. series.
Oklahoma State University Press, 1973

Strain, Jack W.
An outline of Oklahoma government, i^th rev.
Rickner's Book Store, 1970, c!967

An outline of Oklahoma government. 5^ rev.
Rickner's Book Store, 1971, c!967

Summers, Mark W.
A student cartoonist's views of great figures in
American history,
Washington Square Press, 1972

button, George Miksch, 1898-
At a bend in a Mexican river,
P. 3. Ericksson, 1972
"Running account of three expeditions to Mexico,
the first (19i[l) to southwestern Tamaulipas; the
r-econd (191+8-59) ,

to Tamaulipas, Hidalgo, Queretaro,
Morel on, Michoacan, and Tarascan Indian country in

the Bnlsao drainage; the third (1951-52) tq the wild
Huastecan Indian country in San Luis Potosi. Again
a plea for preservation of wild parts of the country.
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Sutton, George Miksch, 1898-
At a bend in a Mexican river, (Cont.)
Illustrated with several full-page color plates
and half-tones, some of them photographic, some of

drawings of birds and birds' heads."

High Arctic,
P. S. Ericksson, 1971
"An account of an important midsummer expedition to
northern islands of the eastern part of the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago. Most of the observations were
made on Bathurst I., but Ellesmere and Cornwall is

also were visited, and several others were flown
over in an attempt to find a nesting colony of Ivory
Gulls. Interesting narrative involving muskoxen,
Barren Grounds wolves, ptarmigan, arctic hares,
sanderlings, etc., and discussion of correlations
between molt, color changes and degree of latitude
among boreal forms of life. A plea for preservation
of the muskox. "

Talley, Naomi
The new-cut road,
Hawthorn Books, 1971

Tassin, Ray
Life of Stanley Vestal,
Arthur Clark Co., 1973
"Direct from a multitude of the papers of Walter
Campbell, I was fascinated by the whole personality:
by many things heretofore unpublished. It was as
if I were talking to him in person. Hopefully,
the same impression may be induced in the reader."

Taylor, James C.
A porcine history of philosophy and religion,
Abingdon Press, 1972
"It seemed to me high time that someone attempted
to show the pleasurable and humorous side of the
study of philosophy and religion, fields of study
not exactly famous for the levity of their prac
titioners. I hope my readers will enjoy the pigs
as much as I do."

Teall, Kaye (Moulton), 1922-
Black history in Oklahoma: a resource book,
Oklahoma City Public Schools, c!971
"Black history in Oklahoma was written because of
a conviction that young people must know and under
stand that multi-racial heritage we all share. Thin
facet of our history has been ignored too long."

Witches get everything,
Scholastic, 1973
"Witches get everything is a novel for teenagers,
written to encourage reading for pleasure."



Texhoma Genealogical and Historical Society
Panhandle pioneers,
Texhoma, Okla., 1970

Thomas, Ross, 1926-
Th e backup men,
Morrow, 1971

Brass go-between, by Oliver Bleeck, pseud.,
Pocket Books, 1971

The fools in town are on our side,
Avon Books, 1972

The fools in town are on our side,
London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1970

The fools in town are on our side,
Morrow, 1971

The porkchoppers,
Morrow, 1972

The Procane chronicle, by Oliver Bleeck, pseud.,
Morrow, 1972, c!971

Protocol for a kidnapping, by Oliver Bleeck, pseud.,
Morrow, 1971

Protocol for a kidnapping, by Oliver Bleeck, pseud.,
Pocket Books, 1972

Thompson, Ann
What happened to Bethany?
Forum House, 1972

Thompson, Beverly
A gift of love in paint and pen,
Oklahoma City, cl9?l

A gift of poetry in paint and pen,
Oklahoma City, c!970

"I write and paint for pleasure. I love communicat

ing with people both with words and visual concepts.
My book is about love of people, times, places,
children, nature, memories and many other loves.
Love iu a many faceted jewel not to be observed by
only one view. My book is for people of all ages.
I^n't tint what it'^ all about anyway?"

Timmom> , Alice Tyner
Our people and where they rest,
by Jaraer. W. Tyner and Alice Tyner Timmons, 7 vols.,
American Indian Institute, University of Oklahoma,
1909-1972
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Tolson, Arthur Lincoln, 1921*.-

The black Oklahomans, a history,

Edwards Printing Co., 1973

k c.
literature, 1760-present, comp. by Ruth

a foreword by John Hope Franklin,

Glencoe Press, 1971

Dark symphony. Lamda. Do. In The poetry of the Negro,

mtl970, ed. by Langston Hughes and Arna Bontemps.

New rev. ed. ,

Doubleday, 1970

Libertto for the republic of Liberia,

Macmillan, 1970

?ne social indicators of the American

Indian in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma City, 1972

Tsianina SEE Blacks tone, Tsianina, 3.892-

Turner, Richard E.

Big friend, little friend,

Curtis Books, 1972

von Bock's campaigns,

University of New Mexico Press, 1970

Tyner, James W.

Our people and where they rest,

by James V. Tyner and Alice Tyner Timmons

American Indian Institute, University of Oklahoma,

1 Q&Q 1Q72
Vol. 1 - A visit to eighty-nine old cemeteries in

the old Cherokee Nation. 1969

Vol. 2 - A visit to eighty- two old cemeteries in

northeast Oklahoma. 1970 .

"

Vol. 3 - A visit to one hundred four old cemeterie;,

in northeast Oklahoma. 1970

Vol. 1|
- A visit to one hundred two old cemeteries

in northeast Oklahoma. 1971 .

Vol. 5 - A visit to one hundred six old cemeteries

in northeast Oklahoma. 1971
. .

Vol. 6 - A visit to one hundred eight old cemeteries

in eastern Oklahoma. 1971 4.^,,,
Vol. 7

- A visit to one hundred three old cemeteries

in eastern Oklahoma. 1972

"Historical and genealogical record of old and aban

doned cemeteries in 16 countiec of N.E, Oklahoma (Old

Cherokee Nation). 57,000 graves of early

appro*. 37 Indian tribes, Negroes, etc. AWARD...

American Association for ;Jtate and Local History
Commendation, Oklahoma Heritage Awurd for Distin

guished Service, BY-LINER Award from Oklyhomn Womon

in Communications."
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Vestal, otanley, pseud., 1887-1957
Queen of cowtowns: Dodge City, "the wicKedect little
city in America," lS72-l88fe,
University of Nebraska Pre^s, 1072, c!952
The history of Dodge City, "the wickedest little
city in America, Io72-I8o6 n

, is entertainingly
"told. "There, it was said, a man might break all
the Ten Commandments in one night, die with his
boots on, and be buried in Boot Hill in the morning"~

I ~. . To quote the author, "In this book our
purpose is to recapture that experience, to under
stand what that fort, that camp, that wicked cowtown
signified,

"

Short grass country,
Greenwood Press, 1970, cl 914-1

Jim Bridger, mountain man; a biography,
University of Nebraska Press, 1970, cl9i|-6

Wagner, Stanley P., 1923-
The end of revolution: a new assessment of today's
rebellions,
A. S. Barnes, 1970
"The book End of revolution was conceived and
partly written in the early 1960's. It was a

challenge to the prevailing thought of continuous
revolution, increased production, and generally a

belief then held about unlimited resources. It

projected a stable population of 20 million for
America, a search for greater spiritual and artistic
values, and a greater respect for stability. Ten
years later I feel more confident than ever about
this direction in America."

Wahshowhgaley SEE Pinney, T. M.

Wallace, Edyth (Thomas)
parents and children,
Oklahoma Publishing Co., c!970

Walton, Alene V.

Touring Europe and the Holy Land,
Carl ton Press, 1972

Walton, Roy
It wasn't easy,
Elk City, Okla., 1970

Ward, William Fletcher
Uncommon clay; poems,
Dorrance, 1972
"Man finds a semblance of relief in the realities,
but for ultimate serentiy he reaches for the

mystic sources of a greater domain. The^c poems
ar written to direct man's hope and faith outward
and upward, lifting him into that other world of
bin dwelling."
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Watson, Irwin Anderson
f

Old Wetumka Creek Indian Mission, laoO-1910,

Tulsa, Mrs. J. Travis Watson, 1972

Weathers, Winston, 1926-
The attitudes of rhetoric,

by Winston Weather and Otis Winchester,

Prentice-Hall, 1970

Indian and white; sixteen eclogues,
University of Nebraska Press, c!970

The lonesome game,
David Lewis, c!970

Messages from the asylum,
J. Nichols, 1970

Weaver, Ben H.
The student exploiters,
Phillips University Press, 1970
"The student exploiters resulted from concern about

posT-sputnik pressures found in large, impersonal

high schools. I describe the alienation, despair
and ulcers unintentionally caused and suggest
reforms. This paperback is based upon solid research
but is written in a crisp, non-technical style that

should interest teachers, parents and students
themselves. "

Webb, Guy P., 1900-
History of Grant County, Oklahoma, 1811-1970,
Grant County Historical Society, 1971

Wheelus, Doris
Cheerleading and baton twirling,
Grosset and Dunlap, 1972

Wheeler, Joseph Clyde
This way, please!
Bethany Press, 1972
"My latest book, This way, please!, is a self-help
book, the purpose of which is to reach a larger
audience than the pulpit or personal counselling
provides. It is the hope of the writer that the

reader will think of himself in a personal encounter
out of which comes idea-sharing and inspiration
for richer and better living in these dayc."

Wilkinson, Bud SEE Wilkinson, Charles Burnham
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Wilkinson, Charles Burnham
Sports illustrated football: offense, by Bud
Wilkinson,
Lippincott, 1972
"The publishers of Sports Illustrated called to ask
me if I would write a basic text which would become
part of the Sports Illustrated Sports Library.
This series comprising some 25 texts is designed to
provide basic instruction to participants and
coaches in individual and team sports* Because of
my long association with the game of football, I

was pleased to accept the assignment. I am cur
rently engaged in doing a companion text: Football
defense to be published during the summer of 1973."

Williams, Dorothy Jeanne, 1930-
New medicine, by Jeanne Williams,
Putnam, 1971

Trails of tears; American Indians driven from their
lands, by Jeanne Williams,
Putnam, 1972

Williams, Jeanne SEE Williams, Dorothy Jeanne, 1930-

Williams, Mason Douglas, 1938-
F.C.C. rapport. New ed.,
Liveright, 1970

Flavors,
Doubleday, 1970

Wilson, John Harold, 1935-
Teaching in the new elementary school,
by William B. Ragan, John H. Wilson, and Tillman J.

Ragan,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972

Wilson, Susan
Introduction to logic: prepared by Susan Wilson for
the Arts Foundation Course Team,
Open University Press, 1971-

Winchester, Otis
The attitudes of rhetoric,
by Winston Weathers and Otis Winchester,
Prentice-Hall, 1970

Womack, John, 1937-
Zapata and the Maxican Revolution,
Random House, 1970
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Wood, John Carl
Major differences in Federal and Oklahoma income tax

laws, by Kenneth Hurst and John Carl Wood,
Oklahoma Society of Certified Public Accountants,
1970

Woods, Ora Lee
April verse for any month,
Naylor Co., 1970
"This is a collection of light verse for fun and
pleasure reading. The theme is varied and reflects
serious thought expressed with wit and humor.
Nearly everyone can identify with this situation
verse and quote it knowingly. Good reading for a

chuckle any day of the month!"

Woods, Pendleton
Myriad of sports .. .aprofile of Oklahoma City,
by Pen Woods and Frank K. Boggs,
All Sports Association of Oklahoma City, c!971

Woodward, Grace Steele
The secret of Sherwood Forest, by Grace Steele
Woodward and Guy H. Woodward,
Oklahoma University Press, 1973
"Secret of Sherwood Forest has been written to tell
the hitherto untold story of the amazing adventures
of forty-four American oil field 'roughnecks, sec

retly recruited in late 191^2, to augment an oil
development program in the heart of legendary
Sherwood Forest. Now, after more than a quarter of
a century, the authors were given access to literally
thousands of private and official files in America
and Britain that tell this amazing and thrilling
story of courage and fortitude. Although it reads
more like fiction than fact, it has been thoroughly
and carefully documented for the pleasure of the
reader."

Woodward, Guy H.
The secret of Sherwood Forest,
by Grace Steele Woodward and Guy H. Woodward,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1973

Worley, Robert C.

Change in the church: a source of hope,
Westminster, 1971

Wright, Ben
What next? Poems,
Oklahoma City, 1971

Wyman, Forrest Paul
Sinulation modeling: a guide to ur:ing niM.'lCRIPT,

Wiley, 1970



LOUIS L'AMOUR

L;s n.-.jsle;,, Calif,
lia-ch ?', ii/FJ-

How much can be learned from my books rtfep&ndfi en

the reader, ho 1

, nach ht. brin&. to th-- rtadinu and hoi.- wide

his rai.^e "f L.turcstc. There is nuch in the books o? hin-

tory, e.,c! r.jt only o." our frontier, but of the- '.vorld; there

i' o p'rdlorophy ('".t least on" .:ch:>ol is usiu^ thet.i in a

oar;: this ;-e.fir )ther- is nuch information on flora, fauna,

.
. jlojy, L.clians, front!*! life, literature riad on the fron

tier (ba-.ed on research) and survival in the wilderness.

K:st of all I like my readers to be a;.<are that the
1 est war. jj.ly a fragment of a larger world, and in no way iso-

lat'.c!. In SHALAKO ny Icacl character fijits in the P. ench army
ar, :, soldier o.'

1

fortune. He ic thsre for the P
ranco-PruaBian

./a*, and during an interlude ho of'ton visits a cafe in Paris
oil uhx Avenue Clichy, the Guerb'jia, and there he became a'cquointed
, ith D^ac, toriet and Zola.

I'CT some reason people are of ton surprised to learn

that DGJJS v:a? e contemporary of Jild Bill Hickok and Sitting
Bull, but r:uch '.vas the cane. Captain Keosh, who died with Cu&tcr,
had bucii a i.enibcr jf the Vatican Guard. Chrir Madaen, vjho was

a mcrshal on the Oklahoma frontier fought in the Franco-Prussian
War also,, and was a member of the B';

rench Foreign Legion before

coning west t? join the Fifth Cavalry.
These thing* fascinate me as do all aspects of history,

and they have a part in my books. One of my characters meets Maude
Adams in a small hotel in Colorado; abother meets Meyer Guggenheim
in a restaurant in Loadville.

Thanks for asking we for the comment, whether you have
the spacr for it jr not. And the best if luck... I think this an

esrcellc-nt idea.

Cordially,

I do not view the American frontier as isolated
in time, but as a piece of the ages; the people in my stories
come from everywhere, and often return; nor are they only the

unlettered, but the younger sons of noble families, soldiers,
the adventurous and the desperate, having one thing in common:
the courage to sever old ties and enter a vast new world they
must change with their hands and their minds. I write of

people who live with awareness, with perspective, and who are
a part of all they have met, and will meet.



Dent , Lester (Cont.)
"Lester Dent had hoped... to write what he felt were first
rate books and stories. . .Instead he got hired to write
the Doc Savage series and he spent nearly two decades
hidden behind the penname Kenneth Robeson. The current
Bantam paperback revivals have now sold over twelve
million copies and so Dent has become, some ten years
after his death, one of the best selling authors of the
century." (G-oulart. Ron, Cheap Thrills; an Informal
History of the Pulp Magazines, Arlington House. 1972,
p. 75-76) Dent also wrote under his real name. He did
not write the Avenger series, which was written by Paul
Ernest, under the penname of *.Kenneth Robeson 1 too/ 1 --

Prank D. Me Sherry, Jr.

Dsvil on the moon,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 19?0

The feathered octopus,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The freckled shark,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1972

The giggling ghosts,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

The golden peril,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The green death,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

Haunted ocean,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

He could stop the world,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud,
or Daniels, Norman, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The land of Long Ju Ju,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The living fire menace,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

Mad mesa,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1972

The Majii,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

The men who smiled no more,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The metal master,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1973

The midas man,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The motion menace,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

The munitions master,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

Murder mirage,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1972

The pirate's ghost,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

Poison Island,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

Quest of the spider,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1972

The sea angel,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

The seal magician,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1970

Spook hole,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1972

The submarine mystery,
by Kenneth Robeson, pseud.
Bantam, 1971

The van is her,
by Kenneth Robe con, pL;eud.
Bantam, 1971
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